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INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTE...Tt I 
INTRODUCTION 
I • THE PROBL:Et>f 
The problem of this  s tudy was to determine the relationship of the 
human body to sin, and from this  ( 1 ) to ascertain the relationship 
between the Biblical doctrine of hol iness and physical health; ( 2) to 
enunciate the doctrine of  physical health that is  implicit  in the Biblical 
doctrine of hol iness; and ( 3) to provide practical instruction for the 
preparation of physical deficiencies and the maintenance  of vital health. 
I I .  JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 
The justification of thi s  study was three-fold. (1 ) It  was the 
convic tion of this  researcher that the Biblical doctrine of  hol iness 
provided an excell ent point of departure for this study, because it does 
not identify sin and the body as synonymous or  inseparable in this life. 
Essentially, the hol iness position i s  that depravity i s  total in extent, 
but not in degree, for it  does  not totally incapaci tate the person; that 
the flesh is the s eat of sin, but i s  not essentially sinful in itself. 
Therefore, del iverance from sin is not impossible while  still in the 
1 fl esh. Thus, the possibilities  for f resh discoveries concering the 
relationship between s in, the body, hol iness, and heal th were greater. 
1George A. Turner, The Vis ion Which Transforms (first edition; 
Kansas City, Mo. : Beacon Hill Press, 1964), pp. 1 08 , 109 . 
3 
(2) During the past six years , this  researcher has had numerous queries 
from the cl ergy and laity regarding the opportuniti es for physical 
exercises , which would enhance their appearance ,  increase their energy, 
and mrute for better general health . ( 3) As far as thi s  writer has been 
able to determine ,  there i s  no l iterature in existence that specifically 
relates hol iness to physi cal heal th . There i s  an abundanc e  of l iter­
ature on hol iness , and a considerabl e amount on physical heal th , but 
none which relate the two ; hence ,  the need for thi s  study . 
I I I . DELIHITATIONS 
The problem of this thesis was not concerned with proving or 
establ ishing the doctrine of hl iness , but rather with building upon its 
foundation ; nor was the problem the doctrine of  hol iness as related to 
heart cleansing ; this  was assumed . The concern has been to relate hol iness 
only to physi cal heal th, not mental heal th . 
IV. HETHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Thi s study began with an investigati on of  non-hol iness historical 
view, concerning the rel ationship of the body and sin , c ommencing with 
the Jews of Christ's time and concluding with non-hol iness views of the 
present .  Thi s  investigation composed the essence of chapter two. 
Chapter three continued as a histo rical investigation (or research) 
but i t  had to do with the hol iness position . Chapter three  ended with 
a Biblical study, relative to the body and sin , showing how the Biblical 
vi ew related to hol iness, and in turn, how the hol iness related the body 
The fourth chapter was involved with studying the need for a 
greater emphasi s  upon the subject of better physical health ,  and the 
extent of the need for such . 
Chapter five was presented as a remedy for the deficiencies discov­
ered in chapter four . Information was derived from sources  which deal t 
with nutrition , exerc i se , rest ,  s l eep , attitud� and discipl ine .  The 
chapter concluded with the help Christianity and the holiness doctrine 
provided in the accompli shing of better physical heal th . 
A summary and conclusion composed the sixth and f inal chapter . 
In the summary, the f indings of this  thesis  were reiterated;  whil e  in 
the conclusion , the problem was restated and given summarized answers . 
V. SOURCES OF DATA 
The main sourc es of  data for thi s  study were : ( 1 )  church history 
books , ( 2) theological sources , (3) books on health , nutrition , exercise , 
and physi cal heal th or f itness , and (q) periodicals ,  where articles per­
taining to physical heal th were found, and special ized matter of reference ,  
such as the meaning of �' the fl esh . 
HISTORIC AL VI EWS CONCERNING THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE 
BODY AND SIN 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL VI EWS CONC ERNING THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE BODY AND SIN 
The historical views considered were confined to those  groups 
which are within the broad historical structure of Christianity; and, 
also , with those  movements which have had a definite influence upon 
historical Christianity .  The views presented in this chapter are basic-
ally opposite , or are opposed to the position held by the Holiness move-
ment.  
I .  JUDAI SM 
The concept of Judaism appears to be logical and reasonable for a 
pos ition of departure, for "Judais m  was the cradle in which Christianity 
2 
was nurtured . "  It l ef t  a deep i mpression on the Church ' s  l iturgy, and 
i ts ministry, and an even deeper i mpression on its teaching. 3 
Even though Christi anity is indebted to Judai sm, on.e must remember 
that Christianity goes  beyond Judaism. As Kenneth Scott Latourette noted, 
"It was not just another Jewish sect. It was a new and fresh faith. "" 
A thorough knowledge of Judaism wi ll not provide a knowledge of Christi-
anity; on the con .trary, it mi ght prove a hindrance to a real understand-
2J.N.D.  Kelly, Earl y Chris tian Doctrines (New York : Harper and 
Brothers , 1958) , p .  17 . 
3tbid. 
�enneth Scott Latourette , ! History .!1 Christianity (New York: 
Harper and Brothers , 1953) , p .  pp. 18,19 .  
7 
ing of Christianity. To quote Latourette again, "Christianity was built 
on Jewish foundation. , yet it was radically different. In this differ­
ence lies the secret of Christianity and of its phenomenal history."5 
What is the theological position of Judaism regarding the physical 
body an.d sin? Most Jewish theologians do not recognize matter as  being 
evil . A sample of this is seen in the thought of Isidore Singer: 
Judaism refutes the idea of an inherent impurity in the flesh or 
in matter as  opposed to the spirit . Nor does Judaism accept the 
doctrine of original sin • • • • Judaism knows of ng 'law of sin 
in the body' of which Paul speaks (Romans 7 :23-25). 
Judaism. holds a very lofty view con.cerning the natural man. 
''Man is born free like God , able to choose between good and evil. "7 
If man is born free from a sinful nature, where.�in does sin enter the 
life?. 
Judaism is quick to conclude that man "is made for two worlds ; 
the world that now is , and the world to come.118 It further states that , 
"the body makes man cherish sensual desires and thus inclines to sin. "9 
Thus, man is able to choose the path of life he wishes to tread; one of 
purity , or one of sinfulness. If man wishes to pollute himself by sin, 
the gates of sin will open for him; but, if he strives for purity , the 
gates of purity will be opened to him.. Slingett .say.s &hat �Sin, ac�ord-
5Ibid. , P • 19 . 
6Isidore Sin.ger (ed. ) , !J!.! Jewish Encyclopedia (new edition ; New 
York:Funk And Wagnall s  Company , 1925) ,  Vol . VII , p .  362. 
7Ibid. 8Ibid. 
9Ibid . 
ing to Jewish teaching, is simply erring from the right path, owing 
chiefly to the weakness of human nature. n10 
8 
Judaism teaches a possible sinless life; but, in a more practi-
cal sense, concedes defeat to sin as more probable. According to Singer, 
Man is responsible for sin because he is endowed with free will; 
yet, he is by nature frail, and the tendency of the mind if
1to evil: For the imagination of man's heart is evil from his youth. 
It is interesting to note that, " • • • before God created the 
world ; He created repentance for man as one of his prerequisites."12 
One of the great Jewish scholars, Judaeus Philo, espoused the 
following theory: "Souls are preexistent; while in the flesh they are 
in a prison. "lJ Philo was greatly influenced by Plato and the Stoica, 
in that he conceived of matter as evil.l% Philo taught that man's soul 
is from God, but it fell and became imprisoned in the physical body, 
which offers the occasion for sin and evil. Thus, man's task is to 
conquer his sensuality and to suppress his inclinations. In order to 
do this, he needs the assistance of God . 
Dr. J. S. Neve said, "Philo's influence has been felt in the 
10Ibid. 
12Ibid., Vol. VII, P •  362. 
11Ibid., V 1 XI �11 - o • ' P • "' • 
13George Park Fisher, History !! Christian Doctrine (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1896), p. 28. 
14singer, !!!.• cit., Vol. X, p. 14. 
15J. L. Neve, A History !! Christian Thought (Philadelphia: The 
Muhlenberg Press, 19%�, p. 26 . 
development of the Christian dogma ,  n16 in that llailY Christians hold the 
same view. 
9 
A valid evaluation of the Judaistic con.cept appears to favor the 
idea of sin as the norm of life, rather than the exception. Why? Because 
the physical body provides a natural weakness whereby the individual is 
more readily enticed to will the wrong; therefore, life in. this world 
will be an endless conflict of making the desires of the flesh to be 
subservient to those of the soul. 
The greater emphasis of Judaism is "Jilail-centered," rather than 
God-centered. Man is able to live a perfect life; man is responsible 
for sin; man is able to redeem himself; man is sufficient. Such is 
perceived from this statement: "It is within the power of every man to 
redeem himself • • • • "17 
II. POST�STOLIC FATHERS 
Introduction 
The problem of discovering what each Apostolic Father believed 
and taught is nearly impossible . The words of Dr. Fisher reflect the 
feeling of this writer , when he stated: "The light which they throw on 
the contemporary doctrinal beliefs is incidenta1."18 Most of their 
writings were prompted by problems peculiar to their day and age. 
16Ibid. l7Singer, .!2.· £!!., P• 376. 
17Fisher , .!2.• ill· ,  P •  28. 
10 
None of the ear�y writers composed a systematic theology text-book; nor 
has all that was written been preserved. What Grote said of the clas­
sical Greek literature is certainly apropos to the literature of the 
Post�postolic Fathers: '�e possess only what has drifted ashore from 
the wreck of a stranded vessel ."l9 
This writer has endeavored to classify the Post-Apostolic 
Fathers into one of the following two positions: (1) Down through the 
history of the Church, there have been those who view the body and sin 
as inseparable in this life. Others, of this category, do not consider 
the physical body as evil, but that its presence makes sinning an every­
day occurrence from which death alone will deliver. Such see a constant 
conflict being waged between the body and the spirit; (2) The second view 
has had its exponents down through the history of the Church, as well. 
Those of this position do not believe the body and sin are inseparable. 
They maintain that man can be delivered from sin, while living in this 
body. Others, who seem to fit into this category, hold a very high view 
of the body and see its deeds as being spiritual; therefore, there does 
not have to be a constant conflict between the physical and spiritual. 
The findings of this study indicate that only three Post�postolic 
wrote in such a vein as to be classified in position number one. Eight 
wrote in such a manner as to be placed in position number two .  Numerous 
others were n.ot classified in either position, because sufficient evidence 
was not discovered to allow such distinctive classifying. The position 
of the three Post-Apostolic Fathers will be discussed in the following 
chapter. 11 
Hermas, Cyprian and Clement are the three, who apparently taught 
that tbere is no complete deliverance from sin, while living in this life. 
A brief summary of each man�teaching follows. 
Hermas 
The work of Hermas is entitled, "The Shepherd of Hermas." Hermas 
is both the narrator and the hero of this narrative .20 The date and 
identity of this Hermas are debatable. Origen taught that the author of 
the "Shepherd!' was the same Hermas who is greeted by Saint Paul, as a 
member of the Roman Church, A .D .  58 (Romans 16:11.!}. The Muratorian 
Canon (A.D. 180} expresses the view that this Hermas was the brother of 
Pope Pius I (A .D . 11.!0-155}.2
1 
22 The main emphasis of"the Shepherd" is an exhortation to repentance. 
Hermas constantly refers to himself as one who is a sinner. Repentance 
is the cure for sin. God knows the weakness of men. and the manifold 
wiles of the devil. The Lord then, being very compassionate, had pity 
on His handiwork, and appointed the opportunity of repentance.23 The 
sinning saint concept is seen, in the following statement, made by Hermas, 
"For I know; if I shall add no more to my sins, I shall be saved. 21.! 
Hermas held a dualistic concept of man, for he said, "there are 
two angels with a man--one of righteousness and the other of iniquity.25 
20J .B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, ed. J.R . Harmer (London: 
MacMillan And Company, Li;Iied, 1926), p. 291. 
21!!!.!!., p. 293. 
22aeinhold Seeberg, Textbook of ]!! Histoty of Doctrines, trans. 
Charles E.  Hay (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1954}, 2 vols. p. 58. 
23Lightfoot, !I!.• ill• ,  p. 425. 
2l.!Ibid., 
25Alexander Roberts and Ja��es Donaldson, (eds}, The Ante-Nicene 
12 
Sometimes , the angel of iniquity arises in man's heart and this i s  evi-
denced by the manner of l iving; at other times,  the angel of righteous ­
ness ascends in his heart, which results in holy l iving. 26 
Dr . Seeberg recognized Hermas as one who taught that s in will  
always be  present in  this l ife .  
But i t  is  not held that he  whose sins have been forgiven can 
thereafter l ive without sin .  The ' Shepherd ' himself Iince his 
conversion remains l iabl e  to many moral faults , and the righteous 
as wel l  as t�' wicked must ,  after every trans gression ., take refuge 
in the Lord . 
C yprian 
Thascius Cyprian was born about A.D. 200 , and was converted to 
Christianity in A.D. 246. His ordination and elevation to the 
epi scopate rapidly followed his conversion . He was Bishop of Carthage 
from A.D. 248 until his martyrdom in A.D. 258 . 28 
From Cypri an' s treatise on the Lord ' s  Prayer, it is possible to 
ascertain his position as that which teaches daily s inning and daily 
sanctification :  
• • .we ask and entreat, that we who were sanctified in  bapti sm 
may continue in that which we have begun. to be . And this  we daily 
pray for; for we have need of daily sanctification; that we who 2 daily fall away may wash out our sins by continual sanctification. 9 
In another place ,  Cypri an pits the body against the spirit, which 
Fathers (reprint of Edinburgh edition; New York : Charles ' Scrib­
ner ' s  Sons , 1899) Vol . II , p .  24 . 
26Ibid.  27seeberg, �' £!!. ,  P •  62. 
2Baoberts , �. ill· , 
29Ibid . , P• 450 . 
Vol . V, p .  264 .  
13 
inevitably results in a daily struggle: 
For since we possess the body from the earth and the spirit from 
heaven, we ourselves are earth and heaven • • • • For between the 
flesh and spirit there is a strugglej0
and there is a daily strife 
as they disagree one with the other. 
If Cyprian were ever named as one who believed in sanctification, 
he probably would be referred to as a suppressionist. Such an impli-
cation is derived from this quote: "Vices and carnal sins must be 
trampled down, beloved brethren, and the corrupting plague of the 
earthly body must be trodden under foot with spiritual vigour."31 
Homily Ascribed to Clement 
The author of the "homily" is uncertain.  It is attributed to a 
person named Clement. Three theories exist which purpose to identify 
with Clement: (1) Bryennios stands almost alone in claiming the homily 
to be the work of Clemens Romanus ; (2} Hilgenfeld regards Clement of 
Alexandria as the author ; (3) The most plausible view seems to be that 
held by Bishop Lightfoot and Adolph Harnack, in which the work is 
assigned to a third Clement who lived later than Clement of Rome.32 
The author of the "homily" places great stress upon the need and 
practice of repentance. In chapter eight, he said: "as long therefore, 
as we are upon earth, let us practice repen.tance • • • • "33 He infers that 
as long as one inhabits a body in this earthly life, repentance is a 
30Ibid., p. 451. 
32Ibid., Vol. VII, P• 513. 
31Ibid., p. 494. 
:;:;Ibid., P• 519. 
14 
necess ity: " • • •  so l e t  us also while we are in this world,  repent with 
o ur whole heart of the evil deeds we have done i n  the flesh • 
This same emphasis i s  continued in . the thirteenth chapter of the same 
work : "Therefore brethren ; l et us now at l ength repent; l e t  us be sober 
unto what i s  good; for we are f ull  of much folly and wickedness . "35 
In the eighteenth chapter, the author conf esses his own si nful-
ness : ·  
For I myself also , being an utter s inner, and not yet escaped 
from  temptation ,  but s till being in the midst of the engines of the 
devil , give diligence to follow af ter righteousness , that I may 36 have s trength to come even near i t, fearing the j udgment to come . 
III . GNOSTICISM 
Chris tiani ty, from i ts beginning, has had conflict  and s truggle 
with paganis m, which was o utside the Church . Pagan conflict  confronted 
the firs t  century Church , b ut a more deadly and s ubtl e  foe to Chris ti-
ani ty was found in the teachings of Gnos ticism.  Gnosticism was a more 
serious threat to the doc trine of the Church, than paganism, because it  
was present within the Church and purposed to des troy i ts fundamental 
doc trines . " • • for the questions in the Gnos tic contes t unquestion-
ably go deeper, and touched Chris tiani ty in i ts central and more vital 
parts . "37 
36Ibid . , P• 522. 
35Ibid . , P• 520 . 
37James Orr, � Progress !! Do gma  (fo urth edi tion; New York : 
Bodden And S to ughton ,  1901), P• 55 . 
15 
The name Gnosticism is derived from gnosis, the Greek word for 
"knowledge." Hence, Gnostics emphasized knowledge as the means for the 
attainment of salvation.38 The knowledge discovered by Gnosticism was 
" • • • an absolute knowledge, which only the higher class of minds 
could appropriate.39 
As to the origin of Gnosticism, it began as a movement within 
paganism,40 and, according to R.M. Grant, 
It seems to have arisen out of a mixture of Hellenistic, Jewish, 
Oriental, and Christian. factors, combined in ft atmosphere of intense 
otherworldliness and imaginative myth-making. 
Gnosticism appears to have been syncertiam of various religions. 
"Gnosticism approached Christianity," said Dr. Neve, "with the intention 
of adding it to the long list of contributing religions.42 
Simon Magus, referred to in the eighth chapter of The Acts, is 
mentioned by some as a representative of the Gnostic movemen.t. 43 
Dr. Harnack gives more credit to Gnosticism than evangelical 
Christianity can accept. He is of the opinion that the Gnostics were the 
theologians of the first century, and were the first to transform Christi-
3�ans Jones, !h! Gnostic Religion (Boston: Beacon Press, 1958), 
P• 32. 
39orr, .!!J!.· ill·, p. 58. 
40J.L. Neve, ! History� Christian Thought (Philadelphia: The 
Muhlenberg Press, 1946), p. 52. 
41Robert M. Grant, Gnosticism (New York: Harper And Brothers, 
1961), P• 18. 
4�eve, ill• ill· 
43w.c. VanUnnick, Newly Discovered Gnostic Writings (Naperville, 
Ill., :Alec R. Allerson, Inc., 1960), p. 23. 
anity into a system of doctrines (dogma).44 Dr. Neve calls Harnack's 
opinion a gross over-statement.45 
16 
The basic concern of this thesis was with what Gnosticism taught 
relative to the relationship of the body with sin. Gnosticism is of 
the opinion that matter is evi1.46 The body being material is, there-
fore, sinful. "The human is of devilish substance and in this trait 
exceeding the general derogation of the Universe--also of devilish 
design. 47 
Gnosticism is dualistic in that it depicts a war raging between 
the spirit and the body of eaeh man.. The spirit is fettered or impris­
oned by the material body.48 Because of this, Gnosticism provides no 
hope of deliveran.ce from sin or evil, while man exists in this materialtll 
body. 
IV. CA'l'HARI 
The Cathari, or the Albigenes, as they are sometimes called, 
flourished in the twelfth century and were most numerous in Northern 
Spain, Southern France, and Northern Italy.49 
Like the ancient Manichaes, the Cathari were dualists.50 Some 
44Adolf Von Harnack, History � Dopa, trans. Neil Buchanan 
( third edition.; New York: Russell And Russell, 1958 ), Vol. I, p. 277 . 
4�eve, !J!• ill•, P• 56. 
4 7 Jonas , !l!. .£!.!:.., p .  277 • 
1t9Latourette, !J!• £!!., P• 45). 
4�elley, !J!• ill·, p. 26. 
48Ibid. , p. 20/t . 
50williston Walker, ! History � the Christian Church, revised by 
Cyril C. Richardson, Wilhelm Pauch and Robert T. Handy. (New York: 
Charles Scribners' Sons, 1959), p. 288. 
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historians consider the Catharian movement to be a revival of the ancient 
Manichaeism heresy.51 They divided creation into the good things of the 
spirit and the essentially evil things of the flesh and matter. The soul, 
which is imprisioned in the flesh, can be liberated only through extreme 
ascetic practices and renunciation of all material, physical, and sexual 
contacts.52 Sex was considered extremely sinful. They believed human 
reproduction to be the greatest of sins, because more prison-houses are 
increased. Such was the original sin of Adam and Eve.53 
The Catharian theological position strongly affected the diet of 
its adherents. They abstained from all animal food, including milk and 
eggs because they are the result of sexual propagation.5� 
The Cathari was composed of two grades: the "perfect, " who strove 
to fulfill rigidly their precepts; and the "believers, " who only promised 
to do so at some future date .55 
It is interesting to note that suicide represented the logical 
culmination in liberating the soul from the flesh; while starvation was 
the approved method.56 
The Catharian position in regarding matter as essentially evil 
reflects the fact of its being impregnated with the precepts of Gnosticism. 
5lThomas P .  Neill and Raymond H. Schmandt, Historx.!! � Catholic 
Church (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1957), p. 231. 
52Ibid. 5\ralker, .!.!£. ill· 
5�James Hastings and John A. Selbie, Encyclopedia .!! Religion !!! 
Ethics (New York: Charless Scribner's Sons, 1928), Vol . I ,  p. 228. 
5�eill, .!.!£. ill· 56Ibid . 
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The Catharian concept of the physical body and sin is that they are insep-
arable and synonymous, and this present life affords no escape from sin. 
V .  HONASTICISH 
During the third century (A.D.) thousands of people were pouring 
into the Church, and , before the close of the fifth century, the majority 
of the citizens of the Roman Empire were professing themselves to be 
Christians. \vi th this mass conversion thrust, came a relaxing of Church 
discipline, which resulted in a wide gap between the ideal and the 
performances of the average Christian.57 
Monasticism arose as a reaction against the laxity of the Church. 
According to Latourette, "At first it was primarily a lay movement, not 
within the hierarchial structure of the clergy.1158 
By the end of the fifth century, Monasticism had become so widely 
spread, that it became a part of the Catholic Church. It was regarded 
as the way to the perfect Christian life, and, as such, it attracted 
many of the most ardent Christian youth.59 
According to Qualben, "Monasticism may be defined as a system of 
renunciation of life in the world for the purpose of promoting the inter-
60 ests of the soul." It centered around volun.tary poverty, voluntary 
57Latourette, op. cit., p. 221. 
59Ibid., p. 222. 
60Lars P .  Qualben, ! History� the Christian Church (New York: 
Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1942), p. 109. 
celibacy, and voluntary seculsion from the world.61 
The Monastic ideal, as suggested by Dr. Dryer, was three-fold: 
(1} a withdrawal from the world; (2) a mortification of the flesh 
through severe fasting, denials of comfort, and neglect of the body; 
(3) the life of contemplation and prayer, dwelling solely upon God, 
His word, an.d the future life. 62 
Basically, there were three types of Monasticism. The first 
type was that of a hermit, where each monk lived in solitude. The 
second type was a modification of the first, in which the hermits had 
individual dwellings (cave, cell or hut) yet, sufficiently near one 
another to make fellowship possible. The cenobite life was the third 
type. The monks lived in a community or monastary governed by a head 
monk and by rules.63 
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A monk named Anthony was credited as being the founder of Christi­
an Monasticism.6� He was born about A.D. 250 and died in A.D. 356, at 
the age of 105 years.65 
One of the roots of Monasticism was the belief "that the world 
is incurably evi1.
66 Dr. Henry Sheldon suggested seven causes for the 
rise and spread of Monasticism. The second cause entitled, ttThe 
61
!.!!.!!· 
62George B. Dryer, Beginning.!! �e Kingdom, (Vol. I of History 
.!! !!!.! Christian Church; New York: Eaton And Main, 1896), p. 360. 
63Latourette, !It• ill·, PP• 2g6, 7 .  
6\ialker, .!2• ill·, P• 125. 
65Latourette, .!2• ill•, pp. 225,6. 
66Qualben, !.!£.. ill· 
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Contagion of Heathen Ideas , 11 was pertinent to the study of this thesis. 
Dr. Sheldon mentioned that the Church had been combating Gnosticism , 
and had disowned the idea of matter as being evil and its corallaries 
respecting the body. Even though the Church theoretically opposed such 
ideas , it seemed to gain a foothold with the borders of the Church , 
because of the prolonged contact with Gnosticism and the atmosphere of 
the times. Sheldon concluded the second cause with the following state-
ment: "The body came practically to be regarded by many as a synonym for 
the evil part of human nature, and the voluntary persecution of it was 
looked upon as the highest virtue.1167 
Saint Anthony's persecution and punishment of the body was exemp­
lified by his wearing a skin garment with the hair next to the flesh.68 
"Other monks were iJ����Ured in cells , some of them so small that they could 
neither lie at full length, nor stand at full height. "69 Some monks 
would spend many nights without sleep, while others would go days with­
out partaking of food.70 
A study of Monasticism produced evidence which supported the idea 
of the body as being evil, for the punishment of the body was looked upon 
as the highest virtue. Such personal physical persecution and punishment 
was considered the way of achieving spiritual victory. 
67Henry C. Sheldon, l'l!!. Early Church {Vol. I of History !! !!!! 
Christian Church. 5 vols.: New York: Thomas Y. Crowell And Company, 
1899), P• 509 . 
68 Latourette, .!1!.• ill· , p. 226 . 
69Ibid. , p. 228 
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VI. ROMAN CATHOLIC ISM 
In endeavoring to discover the position of the Roman Catholic 
Church, relative to the relationship between the body and sin, three of 
their prominent scholars were studied. 
Saint Augustine 
The position of Saint Augustine of Hippo was the first to be 
presented. He was born November 13, 35�, and died August 28, �30.7
1 
Augustine was highly praised, by both Roman Catholic and Protestant 
scholars, as one of the greatest theologians and scholars to be found 
in the history of the Church. 
Dr. Latourette had this to say about Augustine: "No other single 
Christian thinker after Paul, was to influence so profoundly, the 
Christianity of Western European people.72 Dr. Latourette continued 
mentioning such individuals as Thomas Aquinas, Luther, and Calvin as 
having a great or greater influence on particular branches of Christi-
ani ty, "but no other after the Apostolic age was so deeply to mould all 
the major forms of the Western Wing of faith. u73 
A Roman Catholic source esteemed Augustine with the following 
attribution: 
A philosophical and theological genius of the first order, 
71char1es G. Herbermann, and others, Assizi-Brown (Vol. II of 
� Catholic Encyclopedia. 15 vols.; New York: The Encyclopedia Press, 
1913), p .  8�. 
72Latourette, �· £!!., p. 17�. 73Ibid. 
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dominating, l ike a pyramid,  antiquity and the succeeding ages • • • 
compared with the great philospphers of the past c enturies and mod­
ern times , he i s  equal to them all ;  among theologians , he i s  unde­
niably the firs t and such has been his influence tha;4none of the Fathers , Scholas tics , or Reformers has surpassed i t. 
Augustine refuted the dualisti c  concept of Gnos ticism and Mani-
chaeism that the body was evil and the spiri t good. "If then the flesh 
is a prison to thee ,  it is not the body that is thy prison ,  but the 
corruption of the body . For God made the body good, since He i s  good. n75 
God made both soul and body, and the flesh is  subjec t to the soul , and 
the soul is  subjected to God.76 
Augustine taught that evil brought s in firs t to the soul , which 
in turn affected the body. 77 Augus tine's concept of s in included both 
mortal and venial ideas . He believed original sin was forgiven through 
baptis m, but concupiscence or sensual desire and lust, remain with the 
beli ever . "Sin is , therefore , forgiven through baptism. C oncupiscence , 
however ,  yet remains even in the baptized; but i t  i s  no longer s in, 
because God il.o longer so accounts i t. n78 Augustine saw no complete 
deliverance from sin in this life.  He sugges ted when on .e came in 
confession to God of his sins , i t  can be done with praise.  "Even when 
one confesses his sins , he ought to do so wi th praise to God; nor is a 
7'*-uerbermann , .!!.!?. • cit. 
75Erick Przywara, &!_ Auggsi(ine Synthesis (New York: Harper And 
Brothers , 1958), p .  2. 
76
Ib1"d . , p. 22. 77s b ·t �L5 ee erg, .!P.• .u_., P• .J"t • 
confession of sins a pious one unless it be made without despair; and 
made with a prayer for God 's mercy."79 He continues by mentioning such 
confession to be a godly thing and that the confessor is never without 
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sin . " • • •  it is a godly confession, either when thou blam.est thyself 
who are not without sin, or when thou praisest Him who can have no 
sin • 80 " By way of personal testimony, he said: 
I am. wicked, to confess to thee is naught but to be dissatisfied 
with myself; but when I am. truly devout it is Daught but Dot to 
attribute Af to myself, because thou, 0 Lord: does't bless the 
righteous. 
AugustiDe supports the idea of praying for the dead . In his 
"confessions," he speaks of praying for his deceased Christian mother. 
He pleads for God to forgive her all her sins and be merciful unto her.82 
AugustiDe coDceives of coDcupiscence as ever present iD the believers 
life . No complete deliver&Dce or cleansiDg from. siD is foUDd in his 
doctrine of salvation . 
Thomas Aguinas 
Thomas AquiDas was the secoDd Rom.&D Catholic scholar considered . 
His life covered a short span. of time, for he was born in 1225, and died 
in 127�, at the age of forty-nine .83 
Thomas Aquinas was endowed with a penetrating and synthesizing 
mind . Under Aquinas, scholasticism reached its high point, for he 
81J.G. Pilkington, !!!.!. Confession of Saint Augustine ( 
Citadel Press, 19�3), p .  219. 
83Latourette, !2• £!!., pp . 509,10. 
applied the dialectical method of the school men to theology and employed 
Aristotle 's philosophy in such a fashion , that he produced what is regarded 
as the standard formulation of Roman Catholic theology .84 
.As to the relationship of the body to sin , Aquinas parallels the 
position of .Augustine, yet is more clear and blunt in his presentation. 
In dealing with the 'Sacrament of Penance, ' he clearly supported the con-
cept of not being able to live in this life without sinning.  He viewed 
ignorance as being sinful , and, in part , supported his concept by quoting 
from Aristotle. He said , "Therefore, then a man can be secure from sin 
in the will; only when his intellect is secure from ignorance and from 
error • .f35 The grace of the sacraments do not render man as impeccable . 
Man can regulate his soul 's passions, either for the good or the evil , 
thus he stated: " • • •  as a man can be altered in the soul 's passions , 
he can be altered in vice and virtue."86 
.A final statement from the pen of .Aquinas clearly established his 
position , which renders man as unable to live this mortal life without 
sins: " • •  alternation in the soul 's passions is not taken away by the 
grace conferred in the sacraments; it persists in a man as long as the 
soul is united to the body , which is capable of passion.1187 
Modern Scholars 
A third and final reference to the Roman Catholic position was 
8"Ibid . ' p .  509. 
85charles J .  O 'Neil , Salvation (Book four of�!!! Truth!! the 
Catholic Faith ; Garden. City, N.Y. :  Doubleday and Company , Inc., 1957};P. 273. 
86Ibid. 87Ibid. 
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attainments of man's last end impossible ."93 Venial sin only retards one 
on his journey towards God .9� 
The very corner stone statement , which depicts the Roman Catholic 
stance on sin as being a daily human occurrence is couched in these 
words: 
For although, during this mortal life ;  men ,  no matter how holy 
and just they may be , fall daily into small s�,., which are called venial , they do not thereby cease to be just . 
VII . LUTHERANISM 
Martin Luther 
A seventh group , which has been universal in its scope of outreach 
and influence on the church , was composed of thoe who called themselves 
Lutherans . The founder of this group was Martin Luther , who was born 
November 10 , 1�83, and died February 18 , 15�6 .
96 
'�artin Luther is usually, and rightly, regarded as the chief 
pioneer of what we call Protestantism. "97 He was one of the few men of 
whom it could be said , "that the history of the world was, profoundly 
altered by his work ."98 Thus , "Whether honored or opposed , none can deny 
his pre-eminence in the history of the Church . "99 
Martin Luther made use of the materials given him while in school . 
93Ibid . ,  P• 9�6 . 
95Ibid . 
96John M .  Todd , Martin Luther (Westminster , Md . :  The Newman Press , 
1965) ,pp .  3 ,276 . 
97Latourette , !.1:1• cit . , p .  703 . 
99Ibid . 
9Bwalker , !.1:1• £!!., p .  302 . 
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He was influenced by the teachings of Saint Augustine , but even more so 
by the teachings of the Bible itself . He rejected some things taught 
him and reacted against inconsisten.cies and errors of the Church. Mr . 
John Todd rightly analyzed the theological influence and approach of 
Luther when he said: 
• • • and finally there emerged an individual interpretation, 
a personal exposition of the Gospel radically 'new' - an.d a return 
in method to a dynamic approach , perhaps nearer to that y&othe 
fathers , but living in a world so different from theirs. 
Luther had a long struggle with the problem of sin and followed 
the teachings and counsel of the Church , but felt all was in vain . The 
Church told Luther to acknowledge and enumerate all his sins in confes-
sion� He tried it , and in doing so , came to the conclusion that man 
never reaches the end , nor ever really unveils all his sins completely 
before God.101 
After discovering the ineffectiveness and futility of ecclesi-
astical doctrine , Luther took God Himself at His Word , and dared believe 
that God accepts the believer with ,11 his s ins as His child in accord-
. th H . . . Ch . t l 02 ance Wl. �s promse �n ru� • 
Martin Luther did not believe it possible to live free from all 
sin in this temporal physical life . One of his favorite phrases was, 
"saint and sinner ,"  which he applied all believers . He believed the 
100Todd , �· £!!., p. 57 . 
101Heinrick Bornkamm, Luther's World !1 Thought (St. Louis , Mo .: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1958) , p. 78. 
102Ibid . , p .  79 . 
child of God was "by faithan heir of God, and therefore; a saint, as a 
huaan being, born in sin and perpetually erring, man was a continual 
sinner�'lo:; 
Numerous places in Luther 's Catechetical writings were found in 
quotes which reiterate his idea of saint and sinner. In commenting 
on. the third arcticle of the Apostle 's Creed, which includes the for-
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giveness of sins, Luther expressed the idea of sin always being present 
in this life, " 
. ,,10� Sl.n. 
• •  
yet, encumbered by the flesh, we are never without 
On the fifth petition of the Lord 's Prayer, which reads, "and 
forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors," Luther 
provided the following commentary: 
This petition refers to the poverty and wretchedness of our lives. 
Although we have God 's Word and believe and do God's will and sub­
mit to it, and though we are nourished by God 's gifts and blessings, 
our liJ8� are not free from sin. We daily stumble and trans­gress . 
Luther recognized the flesh to be constituted in such a way that 
it never trusts, nor believes in God, and is ever stirred by evil, lusts 
and desires, causing everyone to sin daily in  word and deed by omission 
d . . 1Q6 an comml.ssl.on. 
l03Theodore J. Kleinhans, Martin Luther: Sain.t !!!!! Sinner (St . 
Louis, Mo.: Concordia Publishing House, 1956), p. 139. 
10�John M. Lenker, God 's  Call ,!:!. Repentance (Faith!!!!! Prayer 
(Vol. I of Luther 's Catechetical Writings; Minneapolis: The Luther 
Press, 1907), p. 12� . 
105Ibid., p. 150. 1
06Ibid. 
Modern Views 
The basic concepts of Luther's doctrine of sin and man remain 
much the same today in con.temporary Lutheranism. 
Dr . Francis Pieper , in his three volume series , Christian Dog-
matics , not only propounds and defends the Lutheran. position ; but , is 
critical of those who hold the holiness position . He stated: "It is a 
grave error to say that only conscious and deliberate action against 
God's will constitutes sin .107 
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Dr . Pieper is of the opinion that Scripture bears witness to the 
evil condition and sinful nature , which inhabits even the Christian.108 
The sin which the Christian is never delivered from, this side of death , 
is termed , "Sins of weakness . "  Such 'sins of weakness' arise from, 
"The evil thoughts , desires , and feelings which suddenly arise out of 
the flesh of Christians against their will . rr109 There appears to be a 
reciprocal understanding between the Roman Catholic and Lutheran doctrines 
at this point , for Dr. Pieper , also , suggested the term 11venial sins , " 
b · · th " · of weakness ."110 as etng synonymous w1 s 1ns 
From all indications , Lutheranism believes the physical body is of 
such a nature as to make sinning a daily inevitable reality. 
107F . ranc1s 
Publishing House , 
108Ibid . 
Pieper , Christian Dogmas (St. Louis , Mo.: Concordia 
1950) ,  Vol . I ,  P• 528. 
109Ibid . ,  P• 565. 
110Ibid . , p. 568 . 
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VIII. CALVINISM 
i!!!!!! Calvin 
The theological concepts of Calvinism are very much alive today . 
The man responsible for such a tremendous influence was John Calvin. 
He was born at Noyon, Picardy, July 10, 1509, and died May 29, 156�, at 
the age of fifty-five .111 
Those who are affiliated as members of Calvinistic Churches, 
number in membership in. the millions ; while there are thousands in other 
churches indirectly influenced by the doctrines of Calvin.112 
A Compend of � Institutes .!! !!'!.! Christian Religion, written 
by John Calvin, "constitutes a landmark in Christian theology . ull3 The 
Institutes forms the doctrinal basis of the Churches of the Reformed 
Faith.11� 
What relationship did John Calvin perceive between sin and the 
physical body? Calvin. saw no complete remedy for sin, regardless of 
how holy one might be, in this mortal life . He claimed that no matter 
" • • • whatever holiness may distinguish the children of God, yet such 
is their condition as long as they inhabit a mortal body, that they can­
not stand before God without remission of sins ."ll5 
111Georgia Harkness, � Calvin: The Man and Hi! Ethics (Nash­
ville: Abingdon Press, n .d . ), pp . 3,59 . 
112Ibid ., p .  1 . 
11�ugh T .  Kerr ( ed.), A. Compend .!! the Institutes of !A!!. Christ­
i!! Religion � John Calvin (Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Christ­
ian Education, 1939), p .  iii  of forward. 
ll�Ibid. 115Ibid., P• 159 . 
Calvin's concept of original sin portrays man (including regen­
erate man) so totally depraved in nature, that he will continually 
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produce evil, for he said, " • • •  this depravity never ceases in us, but 
is perpetually producing new fruits; those works of the flesh • • • n116 
Calvin's description of the works of the flesh was quite picturesque. 
It is "like the emission of flame and sparks from a heated furnace, or 
like the streams of water from a never failing spring."117 Calvin more 
clearly clarified his position of original sin remaining with the Christ-
ian, when he said: "There still remains in a regen.erate man a fountain 
of evil; continually producing irregular desire, which allure and stimu­
late him to the commission of sin."118 
Calvin often speaks of forgiveness of sins and cleansing from 
sin. What does he mean? He believed in imputed righteousness. The 
blood of Christ covers the sins of the saint, so God no longer sees it. 
Such is seen from this statement: " • • • his righteousness covers your 
sins; his salvation supersedes your condemnation; be interposes with his 
merit, that your unworthiness may not appear in the Divine presence • 
What about the clean.sing from sin? This, Calvin said, refers rather 
"to the guilt of sin, than to the existence of sin .• 11120 God does not 
119 
• • •  
116Jobn Allen, Institutes of the Christian Religion by � Calvin 
(seventh edition; Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Christian Education, 
1932), Vol. I, p. 275. 
117Ibid. 118Ibid., P• 659. 
119Ibid., P• 625. 
120Ibid., pp. 659,660. 
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destroy the kingdom of sin in the children of God; though it ceases to 
reign, it continues to dwell in them. But the saints are delivered from 
th • lt f . 121 e gu1 0 Sln. 
Dr . Richard S .  Taylor exposes the weakness of Calvinism, at this 
point, when he said: "The Christian is not delivered from sin, his 
nature is not fundamentally changed by a complete cleansing, but the 
122 nature of sin is changed so that it is no longer deadly." 
John Calvin taught sin to be inseparable from the body, while 
existing in this life. ''We maintain, therefore," said Calvin, "that sin 
always exists in the saints, till they are divested of the mortal 
b d 11123 0 y. 
A Modern Y!!!! 
A Hyper-Calvinist of recent days, Dr. )f.R. DeHaan, champions the 
theory of sin being in the blood; therefore, only death will deliver the 
believer from the power and presence of sin.12� 
Summary 
The historical views presented in this chapter were non-holiness. 
The physical body was considered to be synonymous with sin by the Gnostic 
121 11Jid ., p. 660. 
122aichard S .  Taylor, A Right Conception .!! §.!!! (Kansas City : 
Beacon Hill, 1951),  p .  18 . 
121J.Ien, .!J!• cit ", P •  659 . 
12"M:.R. DeHaan, !!!!. Chemistry .!! the Blood ( eteventh edition; 
Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 19�3), p. 14. 
an.d Catharian movements . They would say to be human is sin.ful . 
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Others were not as strong in such a view, but depicted a constant 
conflict being waged between the physical and spiritual aspects of man. 
Those of this persuasion taught that as long as man existed in this 
mortal body, sin would continue to be reproduced until the day of death. 
Such concepts of the body as being inseparable in this mortal life 
does not provide a strong doctrinal foundation on which to emphasize 
better physical health and fitness. To increase the effectiveness of the 
body would be to enhance the effectiveness of sins . 
THE HOLINESS VIEW OF THE RELATION 
BETWEEN THE BODY AND SIN 
CHAPI'ER III 
THE HOLINESS VIEW OF THE RELATION 
BETWEEN THE BODY AND SIN 
The idea. that man is capable of a. spiritual experienc e ,  in Christ 
and through the Holy Spirit , so thoroughly and completely as to be 
cleansed from all sin ,  is founded on Scripture ,  proven by experience , and 
has been taught by Christian leaders of every generation. 
Eight of the Post-Apostolic Fathers have written in such a manner 
as to project a two-fold conclusion: (1 ) their exposition on holiness 
agrees with the current position; or (2) they have experienced such a. 
high view of the body as to sanction the holiness relationship between 
the body and sin. These eight writers seem to concur with the idea of 
holiness and being a complete deliverance from sin while living in this 
mortal body. 
I. VIEWS OF EIGHT POST-APOSTOLIC FATHERS 
Clement of !!2!!!.! 
Clement of Rome (A.D. 30-100) in speaking about the Christian and 
describing the marvellous gift of God said , " • • • life is immortality , 
splendour in righteousness , truth in boldness , faith in confidence,  
discipline in holiness • • •  "1 
1Henry Bettenson , The Early Christian Fathers (London: Oxford 
Press , 1 958), p. 51 . 
In his letter to the Corinthians, he gave instruction for parents 
regarding their children: " ·  • •  let them learn how lowliness of mind 
prevaileth with God, what power chaste love hath with God, how the fear 
of Him is good and great and saveth all them that walk therein in a 
pure mind with holiness."2 
11 . . 
A portion of Clement 's prayer includes the following words : 
• but cleanse us with the cleansing of the truth, and guide our 
steps to walk in holiness and righteousness and singleness of heart."3 
Ipatius 
Ignatius (A .D . 30-107), Bishop of Antioch, spoke very highly 
of the flesh. In his second epistle to the Ephesians, he mentioned 
things done in the flesh ; even those are spiritual, nbecause you have 
done everything in Jesus Christ."'*' 
In another reference, Ignatius parallels the flesh and spirit, 
for he saw no warring between them. He urged his readers to be firmly 
established in the precepts of the Lord and the Apostles so, "that you 
may be prospered in all that you do in. flesh and spirit, in faith and 
1 "5 ove • • • • 
2J.B . Lightfoot, � Apostolic Fathers, (ed.) J.R. Harmer (London : 
MacMillan and Company: Limited, 1926), p. 67 . 
3Ibid., p. 83 . 
4Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, (ed.), The Ante-Nicene 
Fathers (reprint of Edin.burgh edition ; Vol. 1, New York : Charles Scrib­
ner� Sons, 1899), p. 101 .  
5Bettenson, �· £!!. ,  P •  59. 
Justin 
Justin (A.D . 110-165) speaks of righteousness as the result of 
heart conversion in his dialogue with a Jewish man called Trypho . 
"Righteousness is not placed in Jewish rite , " said Justin, "but in 
conversion of the heart given in baptism by Christ."6 He questions 
the value of water baptism, because it cleans only the flesh and sug-
gests a baptism of the soul , which results in a pure body. "Baptize 
the soul from wrath and from covetousness ; from envy and from hatred ; 
and , lo ! the body is pure."7 
In writing about the resurrection , Justin asks if the body 
causes the soul to sin. His answer was no , and in rebuttal , asks 
those who thought so , this question: "But in what instance can the 
flesh possibly sin by itself , if it have not the soul going before it 
and inciting it?"8 Justin believed God valued the body as being 
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precious , for he said , " • • • the flesh is with God a precious posses­
sion is manifest ,  first from it being formed by Him • • • • 119 
Irenaeus 
Irenaeus (A.D . 130-200) Bishop of Lyons from 177-200, recognized 
man as being composed of three elements: namely, flesh , soul , and 
. ' t 10 sp1r1 • 
6Roberts , op. cit. , p. 201. 
8Ibid. , P• 297. 
10 Bettenson, �· cit. , p. 97. 
7Ibid. 
9Ibid. 
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Tertull ian viewed man ' s  nature as being corrupt at birth, but 
injects the idea of the flesh as being neutral . He reco gnized the 
change in man ' s  spiritual status from the likeness of Adam, to the 
l ikeness of Christ. "So every soul takes its status 1 in  Adam 1 until it 
receives a new status ' in Christ '  • The neutrality of the 
flesh i s  obvious from this statement: 
• • •  and on account of the flesh men are censured as ' carnal , '  
which is  a disgrac e ,  yet there is  nothing disgraceful about the 
flesh, as such . For by itself  the flesh has neither sense nor 
feeling so as1�o urge or command to sin • • • it i s  merely instru­mental • • • • 
Tertull ian c ertainly layed a strong foundation on which one can 
buil d  the body (flesh) to be a righteous instrument for the glory of God .  
Athanasius 
Athanasius (A.D .  296-373) Bishop of Alexandria, viewed humanity 
as being deified in Christ: 
For the Word was not degraded by receiving as body, so that he 
should s eek to ' receive ' God ' s  gifts . Rather he deified what he 16  put on; and , more than that, he  bestowed this gif t  upon the race .  
Christ  put on  the robe of  flesh so that as  a high priest, "he 
might offer himself to the Father and cleanse us all from sin . "l7 
Because Christ partook of the properties of the flesh, the fol-
lowing results are proposed by Athanasius : 
l/tlbid . '  P • 160 . 
1 5Ibid . 
16Ibid. ,  P •  38/t. 
17Ibid . , P • 387 . 
Thus , because of the Word which has come in the body, the attri­
butes 1}. .e . death and corruptiol[l no longer adhere to the body, but 
have been destroyed by the Word . Henceforth, men no longer remain 
sinlul and dead according to their own. attributes, but they rise 
in accordfftee with the Word 's  power and persist immortal and incor­
cuptible • 
.Archelaus 
.Archelaus, one of the lesser known Post-Apostolic  Fathers, pro-
claimed a high view of the body very similar to that of Tertullian . •  
.Archelaus pictured the body and the soul as different in substance. 
''We do not say, indeed . that the soul is of one substance vi th the body, 
but we aver that they have each their own characteristic qualities."19 
Following this, he beautifully portrayed a unique union between the body 
and soul. "For the soul rejoices in the body; and loves and cherishes 
it ; and none the less, does the body rejoice that it is quickened by 
the soul • "20 
O:rigen 
Origen (.A.D . 185-255)was the last of the Post-Apostolic Fathers 
to be considered. In his writings about sin, he pictured the human 
nature of man as being able to l ive virtuously.21 He described the 
difference between sinful man and the Christian in the following manner : 
"In the wicked, sin. reigns over the soul, being settled on its own 
18Ibid. t P •  399. 
20Ibid. 
21 Bettenson, �· £!!. ,  P •  279. 
l9Roberts, .2.2• cit .vol. 6, p.l92. 
�1 
throne in this mortal body , so that the soul obeys the lust thereof . "22 
But n.otice the victorious contrast of the body when related to the 
Christian 's life. 
But in case of those who have now become perfected ,  the spirit 
has gained the mastery and put to death the deeds of the body , and 
imparts to �he body of its own life , so that already this is ful­
filled , 'He shall quicken also , your mortal bodies because of His 
Spirit that dwelleth in you , ' and ��re arises a concrd of the two , body and spirit, on the earth. 
II . THE IDEA OF CHRISTIAN PERFECTION FROM 
THE FOURTH TO THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 
Within, and especially following , the period of the Post-Apo-
stolic Fathers , there appeared a gradual trend away from the New 
Testament teachings and practice of vital holiness. In its place ,  
there developed a ritualistic concept of holiness , whereby Bishops 
were able , by the laying on of hands , to impart the Holy Spirit.2� 
Urban I is cited as an example of this concept,  for he said , "All the 
faithful should , after baptism, receive the Holy Ghost by the imposi­
tion of the Bishop 's hand , that they may become perfect Christians. 1125 
Within this period , there arose movements and individuals that 
strove for the perfect and holy life as attainable in this mortal life . 
22aoberts , .!1!.· ill• ,  vol . 4: ,  p .  �96. 23Ibid . 
2\t.E. Redford , The Rise of the Church of the Nazarene (Kansas 
City , Mo.: Nazarene Publishing Hous;:-19�8) ,  p-.-2-:r;-
25Ibid. , p. 2� .  
Monastic Movement 
The most popular organized movement during this span of time 
which stressed the idea of perfection was the Monastic Movement. 
"Monasticism," said Dr. Flew, "is the boldest organized attempt to 
attain Christian perfection in all the long history of the Church."26 
Dr. Latourette agreed with Dr. Flew, for he said that Monasticism was 
regarded as, "the way to the perfect Christian life.1127 Even though 
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those within the ranks of Monasticism may never have reached the goal of 
perfection; nevertheless, their motives and ambitions are commendable. 
St. Ambrose .!!! Milan 
St. Ambrose (A.D. 340-397) Who became Bishop of Milan, was one 
leader of great influence.28 He taught that the mark of a Christian 
was to strive for perfection and truth.29 In his moral treatise, he 
depicted a two-fold form of perfection: 
There is a two-fold form of perfection, the one having but 
ordinary; the other the highest worth; the one availing here, the 
other hereafter; the one in accordance with h� powers, the other with the perfection of the world to come • • • • 
Dr. Flew mentioned that St. Ambrose believed perfection to be 
attainable in this life, but it was for the few; therefore, Ambrose did 
not give much space to the doctrine of perfection.3l 
26R. Newton Flew, The Idea of Perfection In Christian Theology 
{London: Oxford University Press, 1934), p. 159. 
27Kenneth Scott Latourette, ! History .!!! Christianity (New York: 
Harper And Brothers, 1953), p. 222. 
28Ibid., p. 29Flew, .!J!• cit., P • 191 . 
30Ibid., P • 192. 
31!!!!. 
St . Marcarius 
S�. Marcarius propounded a doctrine of Christian perfection that 
even influenced William Law, John Wesley, and numerous priests . He was 
a man of spiritual depth whose influence seemed to have reached its peak 
during the fourteenth century.32 Flew noted that: 
The concept of Marcarius ' perfect man vas revealed in one of his 
homilies: the soul is surnamed the temple and habitation of God, for 
the Scripture says, I will dwell in them and walk in them. So it 
pleased God: because He came down from holy heavens an.d embraced thy 
reasonable nature, the flesh, which is of the earth, and min.gled it 
with His divine Spirit, in order that thou, the earthy, might receive 
the heavenly soul. And when thy soul has communion with the Spirit 
and the heavenly soul enters into �� soul, then art thou a perfect 
man in God , and an heir, and a son. 
The possibility of a Christian believer being perfect in Christ 
was not the norm of Christian living, according to Marcarius, but he 
believed the Christian may at times be "perfectly delivered from the 
passions of shame an.d be made pure through grace, and serve the Lord 
wholly in heaven in the spirit and serve Him wholly in the Body. n31t 
Thomas ! Kempis 
Thomas A Kempis (1J80-llt71) was one of whom much could be said, 
for in his "imitation" he  stressed simplicity in intention and purity 
in affection, which influenced even John Wesley. The writings of Kempis 
helped Wesley to construct h is doctrine of perfect love .35 
32Ibid., P • 179. 
Jltlbid., p .  188. 
JJibid ., P •  182. 
35George A .  Turner, The Vition Which Transforms (first edition; 
Kansas City, Mo.: Beacon Hill Press, 1964);,p. 173 . 
Others 
George A .  Turner l ists a host of individuals who, between the 
fourth and sixteenth centuries , were examples of simple and wholehearted 
piety. Such names as Eckart (1260-1327) Tauler ( ? -1361) Suso ( ? -1366) 
and those within the movement called "The Brethren of the Common Life. " 
The main objective of the "Brethren" was purity of heart .36 Thus , the 
idea was never wholly absent from the Church 's l ife and thoupt . 
III. THE IDEA OF CHRISTIAN PERFECTION 
IN THE MODERN ERA 
The modern era commences with the Reformation and extends up to 
the time of John Wesley . The Reformation caused a spiritual upheaval , 
which resulted in several attempts to re-establish the experimental 
concept of holiness . Various movemen.ts , such as the Anabaptists, the 
Seekers , the Quakers, the Quietists, and the Pietists, came into exis­
tence with varying interpretations of a vital doctrine of holiness.37 
Casper Schwenkfeld 
A young contemporary of Martin Luther , named Casper Schwenkfeld , 
was one of the first of the Reformers to break away from the pessimistic 
concept of no deliverance from sin while in this body . Schwenkfeld was 
a forerunner of German Pietism. He bel ieved that in the Church , there 
were beginners in the love of God; then , there were the advanced 
37Redford , !.P.• ill· ,  p • 26. 
Christians, and finally the perfect. He also taught that God not only 
reputes us righteousness, but actually makes us righteous. Schwenk­
feld that the emphasis on holy living was neglected by the Reformers.38 
Jeremy Taylor 
Jeremy Taylor (1613-1667) 'The Shakespeare of Divinity', strongly 
stressed the living of a holy life. His treatise, entitled, '�oly 
Living and Holy Dying, '' represented an attempt to make holiness a 
practical everyday possibility. Using I Corinthians 10 :31 as his text, 
he urged that every act be made religious and every day a holy day. 
Such is possible, he felt, not by withdrawing from life, but rather by 
purity of intention.39 
Richard Baxter 
Richard Baxter (1615-1691) wrote two books on saintliness. The 
first, "A Saint or a Brute," dwelt on the value of holiness and 
commended it as the most pleasant and profitable way of life. It was 
also a protest against the ungodliness of his day. Baxter 's second 
book, "The Saints Rest, 11 depicted the importance of holiness for and in 
the next life. His teachings greatly influenced Methodism and his words 
are entered into the Discipline of Methodism.q0 
3ST " t  175 6 urner, �· £!_. , PP• ' • 
q0Ibid., pp. 177,8. 
Edward Pell ing 
Edward Pell ing, Rector of Petworth in Sussex, and Chaplain in 
Ordinary to His Majesty, in the year 1695, taught " • • •  personal, 
inward holiness of heart and l ife, as necessary to future blessedness."41 
Fell ing preceded Wesley in a middle-of-the-road emphasis between 
Catholicism and the Reformers, although he did not go into detail of 
definition or into methods of promoting holiness.42 
George Fox 
George Fox (1624-1690) the famous founder of the Quakers, or 
Society of Friends, was converted through Bible study, fasting and 
prayer . 43 Shortly following his  conversion ,  he experienced a second 
blessing and recorded it : 
Now was I come in Spirit through the flaming sword, into the 
paradise of God. All things were new, • • • • I knew nothing but 
pureness, and innocency, and righteousness, being renewed into the 
image of God by Christ J�tus, to the state of Adam, which he was 
in before he fell  • • • • 
George Fox may not have expressed himself precisely regarding 
perfection; nevertheless, it is certain that his whole mission was to 
emphasize hol iness of heart and l ife in a generation which was charac-
4-terized by externality in. both worship and creed. ' 
Madame �yon 
Madame Guyon, the celebrated French mystic, was  the center of 
41Ibid., P • 178 . 42Ibid. 
44 Turner, .!m• ill• ,  p .  179. 
43Redford, �· cit., p. 27. 
45Ibid., p. 181 . 
the spiritual movement known as "Quietism . "  She was converted at the 
age of twenty years, and within a few y ears , experienced a second work 
of grace wrought by the Holy Spirit . On July 22, 1680, she found this 
experience and gave the following testimony : 
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J.fy soul was delivered from all its pain • • • • I had deep peace, 
which seemed to pervade the whole soul, and resul6ed from the fact 
that all my desires were fulfil l ed in God • • • • 
Following the experience of heart holiness, revivals began in 
almost every place she visited . Because of her l ife and ministry, 
many earnest Christians began to seek the deeper experience she 
taught . 47 
IV. THE CONTEMPORARY HOLINESS PO$ITION 
Introduction 
This  section affords the strongest arguments and proofs which 
support the hol iness view as being scriptural, logical and experiential . 
According to Dr . H .Orton Wiley, "holiness has been called the central 
idea of the Christian system, and the crowning accompl ishment of human 
48 character . "  Thus, "because God is transcendent, hol iness is  import-
ant; because God is  immanent, hol iness is  possible �'49 Since "the way 
of holiness is from the Father by the Son through the &pirit to the 
to the Christian, 1150it cannot be ignored . 
46Redford ., .!!!!.• cit . , p .  28 . 47Ibid . 
48n. Orton Wiley ,  Christian Theologx (Kansas City, Mo . :  Beacon 
Hill Press, 1962), Vol . II, p .  440 . 
49Turner, !J!.• ill· ,  p .  14 . 
50w .E .  Sangster, The Pure In Heart (Nashvil le :  Abingdon 
John. Wesley 
Much of the present-day holiness flavor is derived from the keen 
insights of John Wesley . Thus, Wesley 's view served as a prelude to 
the contemporary scholars . 
Wesley 's concept of "salvation" included both justification and 
true holiness as a two-fold gift of God, which delivers the Christian 
from all sin .  He said salvation is: 
A present deliverance from sin, a restoration of the soul to its 
primitive health, its original purity ; a recovery of the divine 
nature; the renewal of our soul after the image of God, �f right­
eousness and true holiness, in. justice, mercy and truth. 
Wesley described Christian perfection as, "Perfect inward and 
outward conformity with Christ, as a circumcision of the heart involv­
ing purification from sin.u52 He also said that perfection is perfect 
love and this love is accompanied by a pure heart and liberated from 
all sin. 53 
The body is all to be freed from the practice of sin in this life, 
for Wesley taught, "deliverance from inward as well as from outward sins�54 
The entire man is involved in the holiness experience. Men devote, not 
a part, but all there is of them to God, for he said, '�ot a part, but 
Bress, 1954),  p .  :;o . 
51Harold Lindstrom, Wesley � Sanctification (London: The 
Epworth Press, 1946), p. 100 . 
52Ibid .,  p .  129. 53Ibid .,  p .  131 .  
54Ibid . 
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all , our soul , body and substance to God , "55 is to be given . 
Taylor and Harris 
The view of the body and sin as not being inseparable is brought 
into sharp focus by scholars of con.temporary status . Dr . Richard S .  
Taylor and Professor , Merne A .  Harris combined their efforts in pro-
ducing a very profound study pertaining to man 's sinful nature . They 
began with a thought-provoking statement , "To say that the sin nature 
is in human nature and that human nature is a sinful nature can be 
grossly misleading .56 They went on to say that human nature is two-fold . 
They have seen within every individual an "essential nature11 an.d a 
"malleable nature ." The "essential nature" is that which constitutes 
man 's humanness in d istinction from all other forms of being and this 
nature cannot be changed without the destruction or mutilation of man 
as man . 
The "malleable nature11 of man can be modified or changed . The 
dictionary helps to clarify the meaning of these two words . !�Malle-
able" speaks of that which is capable of being extended or shaped • • 
"Essential , "  is defined as existent , actual • • • indispensable; 
the essence or nature of a thing , etc .57 
55 Ibid . 
56Kenneth Geiger ( comp. ) ,  lh!, Word and The Doctrine (Kansas City, 
Mo .:  Beacon Hill Press, 1965) ,  p .  101 . 
57n .G .  Emery and K .G .  Brewster (eds . ) , The New Century Diction­
.!!:1: (New York: D .  Appleton-Century Companp, 1946), Vol . I .  
Man 's moral nature belongs to the category of malleable nature . 
The natural image of man composes his essential nature .  It is, there-
fore, importan.t to realize the sin nature belongs to man's malleable 
nature, not to his essential nature.58 
Dr . Taylor and Professor Harris concluded that those who see no 
remedy of the s in. nature in this life ascribe sin ' to the essential 
nature .  They spoke of Neo-orthodox.y and th e  Existentialists as being 
guilty of this fundamental error, because these groups tend to ident­
ify sin with man 's materially and finiteness.59 
In final analysis, the Roman Catholics, the Lutherans, and the 
Calvinists view sin "as essentially a permanent, ineradicable impair-
ment of the bodily nature from which we can be delivered only by 
death .60 Logically, such groups ascribe the sinfulness to man's 
essential nature.61 
George Allen Turner 
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Dr . George Turner points out that there are many who believe the 
Apostle Paul identifies the body with sin in Romans 7:18: "For I know 
that in me, that is, in my flesh, Lsar!J dwelleth no good thing • • • • " 
If that be true, indicated Dr . Turner, then there is no perfection possi-
ble in this life . If evil is inseparable from the body, it can only 
be suppressed; if it is distin.ct and separable, the way is open for a 
58G . " t  e1ger, !l!• £!_• , 
60Ibid . ,  p. lOlt. 
pp. 102, 3. 5
9Ibid., 
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deliverance from sin, even in this life . It is possible Paul m eant 
only apart from grace there is no goodness in man; thus, Dr . Turner 
suggests that the fleshly body might be neutra1 .62 
Paul 's usage of the word 'flesh ' �ar� varies . If it can be 
shown. that he sometimes used .!!!:!. in a moral , rather that a physical 
sense ,  the way is open for a complete cleansing from sin . It is gen-
erally recognized that �' when either expressed or tacitly opposed 
to the Spirit of God , has an ethical sense . 
In Galations 5:19-23 , the "works of the flesh" are contrasted 
with the "fruit of the Spirit .  u The works of the flesh are spoken of 
in a purely moral , rather than physical sense . Notice such words as 
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enmities , strife , j ealousies , wrath , faction, divisions , envyin.g , etc • • 
In Romans 13: 13-14 , "strife and envyingtt are listed as works of 
the flesh . These and other instances of Paul 's  writings could be cited , 
which are decisively contrary to the view that Paul associates sin as 
inseparable with the body.63 
Essentially , the holiness position is that depravity is total in 
extent, but not in degree , for it does not totally incapacitate the per-
son; that the flesh is the seat of sin , but is not essentially sinful in 
itself . Therefore ,  deliverance from sin is not impossible while still 
in the flesh. 64 
Dr . Turner provided the following summary of Paul 's  idea of the 
62rurner , op. cit . , pp . 106 , 7. 
6l.I:Ibid . ,  PP • 108 , 9 . 
63Ibid . , p. 107 . 
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nature of sin: 
{ 1 )  Sin inheres in the flesh as a foreign, alienable , and there­
fore , separable element; (2) This indwelling sin exists in the justi­
fied person ; {3) This indwelling sin may and must g� separated 
from human nature by the indwelling Spirit of God . 
George Barker Stevens 
Dr . George B .  Stevens buttressed the position of Dr . Turner , 
. / when he said , " • • • They are r1ght who suppose tr tt- p J flesh to be 
used in a neutral sense . Metaphysically considered , the flesh is neutral ;  
empirically considered it is sinful . "66 D�; Stevens further stated 
that : 
Sin dwells in the flesh , takes occasion of its impulses and 
passions and makes it the sphere of its manifestations . But the 
flesh is never iden��fied with sin or described as inherently and 
necessarily sinful . 
!!• Carradine 
Dr . B .  Carradine , in his book , The Old Man , revealed similarity 
of thought with that of Drs . Turner and Stevens . Carradine believed the 
Apostle Paul equated sarx as referring to carnality . If Paul had used 
�' rather than .!.!!.!3,, it might have been possible to equate flesh and 
sin as inseparable . Instead of the word �' the term � is used , 
which Paul almost invariably uses to indicate the fleshly prin.ciple or 
65Ibid . ,  P • 1 10 . 
66 George Barker Stevens , The Theology !.! �  New Testament (New 
York : Charles Scribner 's Sons , 1910 ) ,  p .  347 . 
67Ibid . ,  p .  339 . 
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Thomas Ralston 
Dr. Thomas Ralston exposed the error of those who quote Romans 
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8:8 , "they that are in the flesh cannot please God , "  as proving the body 
to be llinful . For he said , " It certainly cannot mean the body; for then 
no living man could ever please God. It means the sinful depraved 
... _ 1169 na \IU.re • • • •  
B.M.Warren 
Dr. Bern M .  Warren, in his thesis , made a detailed study of the 
Apostle Paul's usage of the word flesh (!ar� in Romans and Galations . 
A summary of his deductions follows : (l) Paul did not identify the body 
and sin; (2) he did not identify !..!!':A with the material body; ( 3) !!!:!. 
was sometimes used as an equivalent to human nature , separated from 
God , and under the dominion of the principle of indwelling sin; (4) Paul 
used .!!.!!a as "enmity with God , "  as having a "mind , " as having "affections 
and lust , 11 as having "works , "  and as lusting 11against the Spirit . "  If 
the "flesh" was not always essentially identified with the body or 
human nature , then the way was left open for deliverance from the "flesh'' 
in which man "cannot please God.1170 
6�.  Carradine , The Old Man (second edition; Louisville : Methodist 
Publishing House , 1896):)p.-r:i6:--
69Thomas N .  Ralston, Elements of Divinity ed . T .O. SWIIllters (New 
York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press , 1924) ,  p. 471. 
7°Bern M .  Warren, "The Wesleyan Doctrine of Entire Sanctification 
In The Light of Paul's Use of Flesh' (Sarx) "  (Unpublished Bachelor of 
Divinity thesis , Western Evangelical Seminary , Portland , Oregon. 1951 . 
PP • 33, 34 . 
The extent of cleansing and deliverance from sin, as has been seen 
by holiness scholars , "includes the complete removal of all sin. Sin 
is to be cleansed thoroughly , purged , extirpated , eradicated and cruci­
fied."7l In fact , the words of R.S. Foster provide a good summary: "Man 
can be holy and live !  Man must be holy or he cannot live in the highest 
sense."72 
V. BIBLICAL SUPPORT 
Introduction 
''Holiness is emphasized in the Bible, 11 said Dr. W. Ralph Thomp-
son, "more than anyother theme." 73 The Bible is a holy God 's  revela-
tion to sinful man. with the message of restoring sinful mankind to a 
condition of holiness. This doctrine appears , at least by implication, 
on every page of the Scripture.7q 
The Bible permeates with the doctrinal fragrance of holiness. 
Such a picturesque portrayal of Biblical holiness was penned by Bishop 
Foster : 
• • •  it breathes in the prophecy , thunders in the law, murmurs 
in the narrative , whispers in the promises , supplicates in the 
prayers , sparkles in the poetry , resounds in the songs , speaks in 
7lWiley , �· £!!. ,  P • q88. 
72a.s. Foster ,  Christian Purity (New York : Phillips and Hunt , 
1869) ,  p. 61 . 
73Ralph Thompson , '�at The Bible Teaches About The Meaning of 
Holiness , " ( in Further Insights Into Holiness , comp. Kenneth Geiger. 
Kansas City, Mo . : Beacon Hill , 1965}; p. 107. 
7qibid. 
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the types , glows in the imagery, voices in the l anguage, and burns 
in the spirit of the whole scheme , from Alpha to Omega, from its 
beginning to i ts end . Holiness !  hol iness needed! holiness required! 
holiness offered! hol iness attainable !  holiness a present duty, a 
progress  and completeness of its wonderous theme ! It  is  the truth 
glowing all over, webbing all through revelation ; the glorious 
truth which sparkles and whispers , and sings an.d shouts in all 
its history, and biography, and poetry, and prophecy, and precept, 
an;5promise ,  and prayer ;  the great central truth of the system • • 
� Manifested In The Flesh 
The Incarnation of Christ  provides sufficient support to prove 
the holiness concept that the flesh, per se , is  not sinful . "And the 
Word was made flesh, [sarxJ and dwelt  among us , (and we beheld his 
glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father) fuU of grace 
and truth . "  (John 1 : lit-) . 
The Greek scholar ,  Dr . Vincent,  afforded strong support for the 
holiness view in suggesting that the phrase "became flesh" means more 
than that Christ assumed a human body. "He assumed human nature 
entirely, identifying Himself with the race of man, having a human 
body, a human soul , and a human spirit . 1176 
Another verse,  closely related to John 1 : lit-,  is found in. I Tim-
othy 3 : 16 :  "And without con.troversy great is  the mystery o f  godliness :  
God was manifest in the fl esh, justified in the Spirit, seen of angels ,  
preached unto the Gentiles ; believed on in the World, received up into 
glory. " 
75wiley, .!l!.· cit . , p .  It-It-O . 
7�arvin R .  Vincent, !!!! Writings of John (Vol . I I  of � Studies 
� The � Testament;  New York : Charles Scribner ' s  Sons , 1908, p .  51 . 
The Amplified New Testament helps .  to bring out the full er mean-
ing of this verse:  
And great and important and weighty, we confess , i s  the hidden 
truth--the mystic secret--of godliness . He (God) was made visible 
in human flesh, justified and vindicated in the {Holy) Spirit ,  
was seen by angels ,  preached among the nations , beli eved on in the 
world and taken up in glory. ( I  Timothy ; : 16) 
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There are numerous other scriptures to which one could refer for 
added impetus : I John � : 2 ;  I Peter ; : 18 :  Hebrews 2 : 16 ;  Romans 1 : ; :  and 
Colossians ; : 1 9 .  
Body !! Temple !!!, !!.!!!! 
Dr . Stevens , in analyzing Paul ' s  theology, indicated that Christ 
was human , yet s inl ess . "There can be no doubt that Paul held both that 
Christ possessed a real human body and that he was sinl ess .77 
God cannot and does not condone sin .  Light and darkness cannot 
occupy the same space s imultaneously. If this be true, how can one 
reconcile the scriptural admonition that the body is  the temple of God? 
For Paul said in I Corinthians 6 : 1 9 , 20 :  ''What? know ye not that your body 
is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is  in you, which ye have of God 
and ye are not your own? For ye are bought with a price :  Therefore , 
glorify God in your body,  and in your spirit, which are God ' s . "  
The paraphrasing of verses 1 9  and 20 , by J .B .  Phillips , may be 
more meaningful to the modern mind: 
Have you forgotten that your body is  the temple of the Holy 
Spirit ,  who l ives in you, and that you are not the owner of your 
77stevens , !P.• ill· ,  p .  3�0 . 
body? You have been bought; and at what a price !  Therefore , bring 
glory to God both in your body and in your spirit; for they both 
belong to him. " 
Notice that both the body and the spirit belong to the Lord . 
Christiane must recognize this great truth, then follow the admonition 
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of Paul : "I beseech you therefore , brethren, by the mercies of God, that 
ye present your bodies a l iving sacrifice , holy, acceptable unto God, 
which is your reasonable service . 11 (Romans 1 2 : 1 ) . 
Body Is  Instrument Q1 Righteousness 
Surely all the faculties of the body are impl ied by Luke , in 
chapter ten, verse twenty-seven, " • •  thou shalt l ove the Lord thy 
God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul and with all thy strength, 
and with all thy mind; and thy neighbour as thyself . "  
As Stevens said, "The flesh may be so subdued to the service of 
righteousness as no longer to be a hindrance to the Christian l ife . "78 
This glorious truth is  taught by Paul in Romans 6 : 1 2 , 1 3 ,  and paraphrased 
in the Amplified H!x Testament: 
Let not sin ; therefore , rule as king in your mortal ( short-lived; 
perishable) bodies , to make you yield to their craving and be subject 
to their lusts and evil passions . Do not offer or yield your bodily 
members and faculties to sin as instruments ( tools) of wicked­
n.ess .  But offer and yield yourselves to God as though you have been 
raised from the dead to (:perpetua!J life ,  and your bodily members 
[and facul tie.!) to God, presenting them as implemen.ts of righteous­
ness . 
Dr . Turner, in commenting on Romans 6 : 1 2 , 1 3 ,  pointed out that 
these verses picture the body or flesh as being neutral . "The body, 
78Ibid . , P • 3�6 . 
therefore , is  a neutral individual , subject to two opposing forces , 
the ' law of the flesh ' and ' the l aw of the Spirit .  ' "79 
One of the most wonderful , positive , and inspirational verses 
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in the Bible ,  which , according to this author ,  overwhelmingly summarizes 
the position of the holiness movements in Romans 6 : 22 :  "But now being 
made free from s in (aor. pass . port . ) and became servants (aor. pass .  
port . ) to God, ye  have (present tense) your fruit un to  holiness ,  and 
the end everlasting l ife . "  
VI . SUMMARY 
More research, study and exhortation could be given to additional 
references , such as : I I  Corinthians 7 : 1 ,  which posits the idea that 
Christians may "cleanse themselves from all defilement of flesh and 
spiri t11 ; I Corinthians 6 : 1:;,  which emphasizes "the body is  for the 
Lord" ; I I  Corinthians lt : ll , which shows that in this body the l ife of 
Jesus Christ may be manifested , and it will be quickened and transformed 
in the Resurrection • • • • 80 And, finally, Romans 8 : 11 , which speaks 
of God, through His Spirit ,  quickening your mortal bodies . 
Sin.ce the hol iness position recognizes sin as being separable 
from the body, and teaches that the physical body can be a clean and pure 
instrument of righteousness , it follows logically that proper emphasis 
can be placed on attaining better physical health and fitness , without 
enhancing sins effectiveness .  For better health will  increase the total 
79Turner, .!!.!!. • ill· ,  P • 108 .  80stevens , .!!.!!.· cit . , P • :;�to . 
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ministry of effectiveness of God ' s  people .  Thus , the holiness doctrine 
provides a stronger foun.dation on which to emphasize better physical 
health . 
THE NEED FOR BETTER HEALTH AMONG CHRISTIANS 
CHAPTER IV 
THE NEED FOR BETTER HEALTH AMONG CHRISTIANS 
This chapter boldly unveiled the literal need for better physical 
health and fitness among the majority of American people .  Such evidence 
was proven from studies and surveys made by authorities in the field of 
health and physical fitness . 
Christians as well as non-Christians , and especially hol iness 
people ,  from all indications t have not taken advantage of their doctri­
nal freedom, which from its very foundati on, provides a basis for proper 
stress of better physical health . 
This  chapter concluded with various types of tests , enabl ing any 
who might so desire, to measure their personal physical fitness condition . 
I .  MINORITY AWARE OF NEED 
In the past few years , greater stress has been placed upon the 
need for better health . For instance :  one cann.ot view tel evision without 
being made aware of this . One commercial asked the viewers to consider 
their health an.d write to the "President ' s  Council on Physical Fitness , 11 
Washington , D .c . ,  for information concerning a plan for proper exercise . 
Many products are advertized as "low-in-calories , "  "high-in-poly-unsat­
urates , "  or "hi-protein . "  Across the nation, there are television pro­
grams which are devoted to showing one how to gain better health through 
exercise and proper diet. Health spas are springing up through out the 
nation , which provide ul tra-modern facilities , with the purpose of 
reshaping one ' s  body and revitalizing one ' s  health .  New breakfast 
cereals ,  which are superior to many older brands and contain a high 
protein. or vitamin ratio , are being marketed .t!t 
The foll owing statistics reveal ed why such a stress on health 
was valid.  Figures in 1 965 revealed that the American public spent 
about one bill ion dollars on health food products , vitamins , mineral s ,  
etc . ,  but, at the same time , spent eleven an.d one-half bill ion dollars 
on tobacco products ; three bill ion dollars on soft drinks and two and 
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one-half billion dollars on candy.  Obviously, it was better finan.cially 
to damage health than to improve it . 1 
I I .  MR. AVERAGE AMERICAN 
Some Americans today claim that the people of these United States  
are the healthiest and best-fed in  the world .  Facts do not bear this 
2 out. 
Richard Hunton , a Christian medical doctor , says : "The average 
American constitutes a horrible example of f i  tn.ess . Physically, he 
( or she) is run-down and a little on the pudgy side . "3 
Dr . Hunton endeavors to motivate his readers to prepare them-
selves mentally, spiritually and physically if they hope to succeed in 
1John Grimek , "Health Hint" , Muscular Development, Vol . II,  no . 9 
(September , 1 965) , p .  54 . 
2Gayelord B .  Hauser, Gayel ord Hauser ' s  Treasury � Secrets (New 
York: Farrar, Straus and Company, 1 965) , p .  xx, preface .  
3Richard E .  Hunton , Fonmla For Fitness (Westwood, N .J. : Fleming 
H .  Revell , 1 966) , P •  7 .  
in. this present-day highly competitive society which demands the best 
they can. offer . 
Whether or not one agrees with the old philosophy of ' survival of 
of the f ittest, ' it is obvious that those persons who best  prepare 
themselves to compete in today ' s  world will be those who most 
successfully survive the physical and social �d economical warfare 
of our compl icated and competitive generation . 
The statistical picture presented by Bob Hoffman, a l eading 
physical fitness authority and Olympic weightl ifting coach, depicting 
the condition of the American adult world was certainly an unheal thly 
one . The statistics were taken from the 1960 C ensus , which estimated 
the population of the United States as over 1 55 , 000 , 000 . About ninety-
six million from this number were over twenty-one , or considered adul ts . 
Out of the ninety-six million ,  thirty-two million were approximately 
normal in weight, but this did not mean that the weight was properly 
proportioned . A man or woman could be fat in spots and underdeveloped 
in. others . Normal weight does not necessarily mean n.ormal in body devel-
opment.  Out of the ninety-six million, about twenty-one million were 
over-weight, whil e  the remaining forty-three million were underweight . 5 
The overwhelming majority of adults , weight-wise ,  were not 
physically well-proportioned, according to Mr . Hoffman. This may, in 
part, have been due to inadequate diet, for Mr .  Hoffman showed that only 
about 1 1  per cent of the American population, at that time , ate well-
balanced meals .  110nly sixteen million of the 155 , 000 , 000 million 
�
Ibid . , P • 12 .  
5Bob Hoffman , Better Nutrition (York: Penn . : Strength And Health 
Publication Company, 1 961) , P• 13 .  
6% 
inhabitants of the United States consumed an adequate diet . "6 
Dr.  Irving Perlstein (M .D . )  speaks of the image of the "ugly 
Americanu and his activities abroad; then says , "we are becoming increas­
ingly aware of the 'unfit American. ' and his activities at home . "? 
The average American is  not only physically unfit,  but apparently 
enjoys making light of exercising . Here are a few examples : 
Sardonic :  " I  get my exercise serving as a pallbearer to my 
friends who exercised . "  
Satiric : "How do I keep fit? I rest quietly three hours before 
each meal and three hours after and never wind the 
wrist  watch more than twice  a day. " 
Coy : '�enever I feel l ike exercising ,  I l i e  down until the 
feeling passes . "  
Fat Man : "It cost me a lot to put it on and I 'd l ike to keep it . "8 
Dr . Wesley B .  Larsen ,  President of the American. Osteopathic 
Association says , " • • •  the health of Americans is poor and things may 
get even worse . "9 
III .  CONDITION OF THE AMERICAN YOUNG PEOPLE 
From careful research by l eading authorities ,  the youth of America 
are as physically unfit,  or more so , than the adults . The results of a 
survey (made by Hans Kraus , M .D .  and Miss Bonnie Prudden, Director of the 
Institute for Physical Fitness of White Plains , New York) reveal ed that 
6
Ibid . , p .  71 . 
7Irving B .  Perlstein and Wm. Col e ,  Diet Is  Not Enough (New York: 
The MacMillan Company, 1963) , p .  109 . 
8Esquire ' s ,  The Art Q! Keeping Fit, ed. Esquire Magazine (New York : 
Harper An.d Brothers , 1959) , p .  111 .  
9Grimek , !1!.• ill· , P •  6% . 
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establi shed were discovered . "lJ  Yet, it was interesting to note that the 
children among rural schools ,  compared to the children l iving in cities 
and the suburbs , failed les s  frequently--40 per cent as against 60 per 
c ent. 
The basic reason for the failure of American children can be 
summarized in one phrase-lack of exercise . Miss Prudden says , "The 
only signficant difference between the American and European groups was 
tbe lack of physical activity in the life of American children . "14 
In a full school week of 120 hours , only 12 or 13  hours were spent 
in physical activity by American school children.  Thi s  i s  graphically 
demonstrated in Figure 1 on page 67 . 
IV. ARMED SERVICE MEN 
If there is  any age group which should be superior in health, 
strength and stamina, it  seems reasonable that it  would be between the 
ages of 18  to 25 years . 
This age group is  composed of those young men who are supposedly 
physically at their peak ; but, results of draftee failures is alarming. 
On December 5 ,  1 961 ,  the President of the United States told  a nation-
wide television audience that in order to get two qualified men for 
the Army, it was necessary to call seven men. Of the five rejected, 
three were turned down for physical reasons , and two for mental disabil-
i t,,ies . This rejection rate is  
lJibid . , P•  9 .  
1 �auser, lli· ill· 
. . h 15  1ncreas1ng eac year . 
14Ib1" d . , 9 26 pp . ' • 
At the present 
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TIME DEVOTED TO PHYSICAL ACTNI1Y 
20 
IN A 120 HOUR WEEK ( 24 HOURS A DAY FOR 5 DAYS) 
THE FOLLOWING OCCURS TO THE AVERAGe SCHOO\.. 
CHILD : . 
FIGURE 1 
TH1E DEVOTED TO 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
*Bonnie Prudden, Is Your Chi l d  Really Fit , (first edition ; New 
York: Harper And Brothers , 1 956) , p .  33 . 
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the A�ed Services are seriously considering lowering the standards of 
fitness with the hope of filling their quota of draftees. 
In a study of American prisoners-of-war· · in the Korean Conflict, 
a very sad report was given. It was found that the basic physical stwm-
ina and moral fiber of American servicemen were badly lacking . They 
selfishly fought one another for food; they neglected their sick and 
dying fellow-prisoners; and, even though they were often in a position 
to help the sick and weakened, they did not.16 
Approximately 38 per cent of the American prisoners-of-war died. 
This death rate was higher than any previous war in which the United 
States was involved. The Turkish prisoners-of-war were compared to 
those of America and a very striking contrast was revealed. During the 
same war and imprisoned under similar circumstances, they lost not one 
man; also, they maintained a high group morale and cooperative attitude 
toward their fellow prisoners . One of the reasons given for this 
deplorable contrast on the part of American soldiers was, "a failure in 
childhood and adolescent character development of the m en and a new 
physical softness.1117 
"The strength of our country depends upon the strength of our 
young people, not only intellectually an.d morally, but physically as 
18 well." One of the greatest offenses is a strong defense. This 
1�ayne Van Russ, J .  Friedrick and R .  Mayberry and others, Phys­
ical Activity In l'<iodern Livin.g , (Inglewood Cliffs, N .J . : Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1962), p. 4 .  
18Ib1.' d., p • . . . . t 1.1.1., 1.n ro. 
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principle is taught in the Bibl e :  
When the strong man fully armed guardeth his own court, his goods 
are in peace :  but when a stronger than be shall come upon him, and 
overcome , him,  he taketh1�rom him his whol e  armor wherein he trusted, and divideth his spoil s . 
V .  BUSINESSMEN: SEDENTARY WORKERS 
Mental Work Load 
Within the broad confines of those who compose  the non-active 
physical labor world is  included the minister . These men are those whose 
work load does not end after an eight-hour day or forty-hour week. Many 
within this category spend as much as eighty hours a week engaged in 
their business . 
Dr . K .C .  Hutchin humorously depicts the ideal businessman as fol-
l ows : 
The ideal of the modern businessman would be to talk on on.e 
telephone , whil e  l istening to another, watch a closed circuit tele­
vision showing the production l ine , read a message on the teleprinter , 
dicta� into a tape recorder, and sign his l etters all at the same 
time . 
Thus , it  is  well known that the stress , tension and worry of such 
work "is  more fatiguing and consumes more energy than the hardest kind 
of physi cal labor . 1121 
Dr . Hutchin bas one chapter in his book entitled: "How Executives 
1 9  Luke 11 : 21 ,22 ,  A . s .v. 
2°Kenneth C .  Hutchin, !!rut N.2! !g. Kill  !ru!!: Husband (New York: 
Hawthorn Books , Inc . ,  1965) , p .  182 .  
p .  1 93 .  
� ( Fred Kerner, Stress And Your Heart New York: Hawthorn Books , 
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Execute Themselves," and his thesis is "overwork ." In the final analysis, 
he indicates that if the businessman "does not have shorter days, be will 
be short of days in the end . 1122 Thus, it seems to go without sayin.g that 
the price of success in. the present-day world is coronary heart disease�J 
Men in physically active jobs have less coronary heart disease than men 
in physically inactive jobs .24 Kerner has estimated that heart disease 
kills two person in the United States every minute and is the leading 
cause of death in men thirty years of age and older .25 One writer pro­
vides a charted description of the leading (ten)  causes of death in the 
United States in 1900 and again in 1960 . In  1900, heart diseases were 
listed as the fourth cause of death . In 1960, diseases of the heart 
26 were listed as the number one cause . This increase is due to the lack 
of physical fitness . 
Obviously, men of the executive type were so involved in their 
work, that they did not allow sufficient time for rest, relaxation and 
exercise .  Dr . Harry J. Johnson, President of the Life Extension Foun-
dation, provides statistics which reveal that only 12 per cent of the 
executives followed a program of regular exercise, while SO· per cent 
got their only physical activity on week en.ds, if they got any at all . 27 
Dr . Thomas K .  Cureton is quoted as having said, " • • •  the bodi es 
22autchin, .!!!• c it ., p .  183 . 
2�erner, .!!!· ill· ,  p. 122 . 
2�an Huss, .!!!• ill• ,  p .  60 . 2�erner, .!!!• ill· ,  P •  45 .  
261ouis I .  Dublin, Factbook � Man  (second edition; New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1965), p .  103 . 
27van Huss, .!!!• £!!. ,  p .  41 . 
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of sedentary Americans are middle-aged by the time they are twenty-six . "28 
This modern age of automation has brought about what Drs . Kraus and 
Wilhelm call "Hypokinetic Disease . "  It 's symptoms are back pains , nervous 
tension , heart trouble ,  obesity , and emotional disorders , the basic 
cause of which is insufficient motion.29 
Problems Of � Sedentaty Workers 
One of the major physical probl ems of sedentary workers is over­
weight . The three chief causes of overweight are ( l )  overeating , 
(2) inactivity ,  ( 3) abnormalities of glandular functioning or metab­
olism. Authorities agree that the first two causes are primary . 30 
Dr . Bogert lists five distinct disadvantages of overweight: 
(1) inconvenience--which results in difficulty in getting around and 
heaviness on the feet , (2 ) disfigurement--which can be embarrassing and 
make one sensitive to ridicule ,  (3 )  inefficiency--this l essons muscular 
activity , lack of ambition and sometimes causes mental sluggishness , 
(�) predisposition to functional diseases of the heart , circulatory 
system, kidneys , and pancreas, and (5) l essened expectan.cy of life-due 
to predisposition of functional diseases , and also to the fact that fat 
people have poorer chances of recovery following an operation or serious 
illness . 3l 
28aarold Friermood , � � Guide � Adult Fitness (New York: 
Association Press , 1963) , p .  �2 . 
29Ibid . 
JOL .J .  Bogert , Nutrition And Physical Fitness (seventh edition ; 
Philadelphia : W .B .  Saunders , Co�y , 1960) ,  P• 531 . 
Jllli!· 
It might be helpful to mention the disadvantages of being under-
weight , since there are more underweight adults than overweight. 
According to Bob Hoffman ' s  report , twenty-one million people were over­
weight and forty-three million were underweight.32 Some disadvantages 
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of being underweight are: ( 1 ) irritability , (2) nervousness , ( 3) loss of 
appetite , ( �) indigestion, ( 5) listlessness , (6 )  lack of vitality , and 
( 7) lowered resistance to disease germs. Underweight may result in 
anemia , tuberculosis , sterility and the shortening of one ' s  chances for 
a long life.33 (See Appendix A) 
Whether one is underweight or overweight has been determined 
scientifically according to one ' s  age , height and bone size. If one is 
approximately 1 0 per cent below or over the standard , they are considered 
over or under the desired weight leve1.3� (See Appendix B) . 
Christians , and more particularly ministers , are as physically unfit as 
those of the non-Christian world. Why? They are so busy that they 
have very little time to spend in building better health. They fail 
to make the time. The body , which the Bible speaks of as being the 
"temple of God , "  has not always been given the proper care and concern 
of which it i S  worthy. Such a statement finds valid support in the study 
of these outstanding Christian leaders ; namely , John Calvin , Dwight L. 
Moody , and John Fletcher. 
3�Ioffman , loc. cit. 3 3Bogert , .2E.!,. ill,. ,  p. 85 . 
3\torris Fishbein ( ed.) , Your \veight And How To Control__ll (Garden 
City , N.Y.: Doubleday And Company ,  Inc., 1 959) , p. 10�. 
John Calvin 
This man l ived to be only fifty-five years of age . He gave him-
self to rigorous study, while neglecting the need of the physical body ;  
there:fore , he suffered physically most of  his  life . Georgia Harkness 
notes that, "Calvin imposed upon himself an intell ectual discipline so 
rigorous that he undermined his health and laid the foundations of the 
dyspepsia which was to harass him through l ife . "35 
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Calvin was very strict and impatient with those who never fell in 
l ine with his doctrinal position .  His sour stomach accounted for his 
somewhat sour disposition toward the unfaithful . 11The way Calvin ruled 
his sick body is a symbol of his rul e of a sick world,  with tyranny and 
an iron will . n36 To quote Harkness again , "the violent attacks of anger 
to which he sometimes gave way were doubtless both a cause and an effect 
of physical disturbances . "37 From the time Calvin was a student, until 
his dying day, he was subject to severe attacks of indigestion and fre-
quent headaches . In his later years , he suffered great pain from anal 
ulcers and kidney stones . More serious disorders appeared in pulmonary 
hemorrhages , and signs of tuberculosis became evident. Finally, on 
May 27 , 1564 , John Calvin died at the age of fifty-five . 38 
35Georgia Harknes s ,  � Calvin : The Man And Hi! Ethics  (Nash­
ville :Abingdon Press , n . d . ) ,  p .  5 .  
38Ibid . , pp . 57-59 . 
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� �· Fletcher (1729-1]85) 
John Fletcher was an example of a. strong holiness exponent,  who 
failed to exercise sufficient care and concern for the physical body. 
By excessive study, he began to undermine his physical health whil e  
attending the University of Gen.eva. Like Calvin, he sacrificed balanced 
living for the cause of l earning. It was said that: 
He allowed himself l ittle time for recreation, refreshment, or 
sleep .  After confining himself closely to his studies all day; 
he would frequently consume the greater part of the night in making 
notes of wha�9he had found in the course of his reading worthy of observation. 
"Throughout his adult life ,  Fletcher had to contend with the 
hin.dra.nces of frail health . n40 The reason for his poor health was 
caused by his ascetic l iving an.d over-working which made him susceptible 
t t .  4:1 o consump 1on . 
In the year 1785, at the age of fifty-six, John Fletcher passed 
. t t " t  z,2 on 1n o e ern.l. y .  
Thus , the eviden.ce l eads to  the conclusion that if John Fletcher 
had possessed as much light on physical health as he had on spiritual 
things , his life and ministry could have been longer and stronger . 
39Eldon Ralph Fuhrman, "The Contribution Of John Fletcher To 
Wesleyan-Arminian Theology" (unpublished Master ' s  thesis , The Biblical 
Semin.ary, New York, 1957) , p .  4 .  
it:Oibid . , P •  24 . 
41
Ib " d  2� 42Ib1" d . , 27 28 --L.• ' P • -' "  PP • ' • 
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Dwight !!· Moody 
Dwight L .  Moody is  l ooked upon. as a spiritual giant of the evan-
gel ical faith, but his gigantic physical size was greatly responsible for 
his untimely death . 
Mr . Hoody was born in 1837 , and died in 1899, at the age of sixty-
two .  Heart failure was the cause of Hoody ' s  death . He was a man with a 
tremendous appetite , and preferred to eat alone , where he could eat all 
he wanted. He ate what he pleased and when he pleased . One illustra-
tion of his eating a meal speaks of him emptying the entire dish as fast 
as he could carry the food to his mouth . 43 From available pictures , 
Moody does not appear to be tall , perhaps five feet, eight or nine inches ; 
but, in this latter years , he weighed over two-hundred, fifty pounds . 44 
It i s  obvious that Rev. Moody ' s  death was hastened by his appetite , 
which produced an overweight body, and resulted in a heart disease ,  and 
finally, death . 
Knowledge !f Physical Health Lacking 
No doubt, there are ardent Christian ministers and laymen today 
who are ,  as Billy Graham described one of his acquaintances , digging their 
graves with their own knives and forks . 45 
43Gamplied Bradford ,  !?..·1· Moody: ! Worker In Souls (New York: 
George A. Doran Company, 1 927) , p.  189 .  
44Ibid. 
45Billy Graham, The Seven Deadly §.!!:!.!. (Grand Rapids , Mich . :Zonder­
van Publishing Company, 1953) , p .  71 . 
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�here i s  a great need for a better understanding of how to obtain 
better physical health and fitness . The need for better health will 
never be absolved until it  is  recognized. Too many people do not recog-
nize  the need until it  is too l ate . Adell e  Davis ,  a l eading nutrition-
ist and dietitian for school systems and hospitals ,  points out that 
tt60 . p�r cent of the savings of peopl e sixty years old are spent on a 
search fer health . ���6 
VI . TESTS FOR FITNESS 
For the sake of interested readers , the following three tests are 
made available .  
!!!!.. Harvard Step !!..!! 
This is a very simple test,  but fairly accurate . The only equip-
ment required is  a twenty-inch bench and a watch . How does it  work? The 
subject steps up and down on the bench thirty times a minute for five 
minutes . He then immediate�y sits on a chair .  After one minute, the 
pulse  i s  counted for thirty seconds . The count is repeated after two 
minutes and three minutes .  Calculation of the "Physical Fitness Index" 
(P.F . I . )  is on page 7h figures 2 and 3 .  During this test, circulation 
of blood through muscles increases with increasing l evels of fitness . 
It is possible to estimate degrees of physical fitness by measuring 
circulatory or cardiovascular capaci ty;  such is the purpose of this test . �7 
"6Adelle Davis , Let ' s  Eat Right To Keep Fit (New York: Harcourt­
Brace An.d Company, 1951t) ,  p .  258 . 
lt7Hunton, .2P.• ill· ,  P •  lt2.  
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'.r1-d.G ir; an exce Llent tes t . It is con!pos ed of onl;y five exercises ; 
'�aci1  t:> be per i'orme d in a minute , '.d th a pre de termined s tandard of each 
c:' xercise a :i.ready es tablis he d .  'The goa l  for this tes t  is 29 s quat thrus ts 
;_.;er minute , a3 well as 38 s it-u�J<.> 1 ;:::8 push-ups , 9 ch ins , and 34 j WliJ.) 
__; ·1_uat:s . Note th::- detai:i.cd Jes cri �·tion of these j� ive Navy tes ts . 
( :L )  5 q ua t chrus -:.. : From s tanding po;:; it ion, 'uend !l:n.e es and plac e  hands on 
floor betHeen fee t .  Extend legs back\·mrd, res ting 
w e ign t  on hand.:; and toes ) tl:en return to knee -bend 
f:.'Os i tion and ris ::: . Re peat 25 times . 
( ) ) Fu:�; ; · - txos ... , _  - Lie face dovn::. on l:'loor ; h<:md:; bes ide ;j hou:Lders ,  toes 
on f'loor . Pus h ur body 1.'ul1 :ength, unti l  arms and 
b a ck are s traight . He pea i:.  2C t ime s . 
Hang frcm a hor i:wnta::_ bar, fingers and palms forward, 
eJ_boHs t> traight . Pull u p  until chin is above bar . 
iHthout r e s t ing lower to ful l s traight arm hang . 
Re�ect 5 times . 
Stand ',rLth fee t four to s i.x inches apart, the he:el of 
tht; :'. eft :root line up with the toes of the right . 
Knc0 -berd, to s quat on rear hee l and touch the hands 
Lo ::.he :: :;,o or . S -pr ing up, c le aring the floor with the 
fee t ,  :.1nd take the s ame r:os iti on in rever s � . R e peat 
Lie on baek,  hands above :wud, lmees s traight , (bend 
is be :;t(:'r ) ,  £Get a i'oo c. a part .  S it u p  and touch 
right e J.bovr t8 left l:rwe . Lie do'..rn once more and s it 
u-s: to tou.cic lc:.ft E:lbow to right };:nee . C ontinue a lter­
rla t. illb · Re �Jeat ��5 times . 
Rate ylj'-Jr�� e li' ::.: .:; :leJ..' c e nt f'or e ach o:· the tes ts , if ;you perform 
• .  ' ; �.::.;: [2 t; t! ;c ,,la.;ci.m.u.r;;. Dt:duc�. one; ;Join :  fo.c eac�1 ·!.;ime lmder the ::; tandard 
J..� :.: ·-1l:.ir·t.:: d c-.l nd fo.r"' e�:. c � 1  s e c or1-i o1re�c .. 6o that it takes you . 
.- ---. : ·"'\ �)J -·+v " 
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YOUR • SCORE FOR U.S. NAVY TEST 
lliiNIIIe .,... lt ..... ..... ...... ..... .. St:aUnl frell 2t ...... 
Squat thrusts c:£.£ 25 bl I ..!'I.... 
Pushups IS' 20 60 .;;_ /$ 
Chins .... /1... 5 62. 3 / 'l  
20 
-
hb II q Squat jumps 25 .. . . ..... ..... 
Situps J_Jf 25 63 L/ !h 
Date ...............•....••...••• Totaf: 
Date . . . . . . . . . . . .......•. Total 2nd time: 
Date ........... . .............. .. Total 3rd time: 
FIGillill 4: 
TRIAL SA}WLE TEST 
Rating Score : Over 1 00 per cent : excellent 
100 per cent : average 
75  per cent : below average, 
but passable 
Below 75 per cent : poor 
*Harold Friermood , The Y}ICA Guide To Adult Fitness (New York : 
Association Press, 1 963) ,  p .  4:2 . 
Squat thrusts 
Pushups 
ciiins 
Squat jumps 
Situps 
YOUR · SCORE FOR U.S. NAVY TEST 
.,.. .......... ....... ...... .. _ .... ......,. .....  ....... 
. . :1.1?.. 25 f. r, ..... :{� .. .J..f.. .. :!" )D .... J..!.. 
0" I ,? �) 
2 0  
-"10 
' ' •') 
,rf_:; 
20 
5 
25 
25 
. . kP. , 
0 rJi' 
k . .. � ... 
IOD /.!f" +.!( 
1:. f 
; t_,  
15 · -t .. li) 
' C  t; ·  ..!..if .. . >;. .1.0 
/'' l;u.//6'­Date ...... �;..� .. . .y . . � . .  �otal: 
Date .. . ... . .. .... . . .. . . .  Total 2nd time: 
Date . . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total 3rd time: 
FIGURE 5 
AUTHOR ' S  SCORE ON 
U . S. NAVY TEST 
... $..k. 
... �.f 
... J.tt 
... 3..1$.. 
/':j ' 
: 
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The Kraus -Weber Tes t  
-
-
This is one of the raos t eOllprehensive and progressive tests 
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available . It consists of four different groups of exerc ises with each 
phase becoming progress ively more difficult . 
l .  Just barely in shape . Ies No 
a .  Straight leg s it up once • • • • . • • . • • . . . 
- -
b .  Bent knees s it up (hands behind head ) once . 
e .  Leg raise for ten-second eount • • • • •  
. . . 
- -
. . 
- -
d .  Trunk raise for ten-second count 
( teeter-totter position on pillow ) • 
e .  Teeter-totter position leg raise for 
ten-second count • • • • • • • • • 
( lying on stomach) 
2 .  In fair shape 1 if you c:an : 
a .  Climb two flights of stairs without puf.fi.Dg 
. 
. . 
. 
-
-
. 
- -
Yes No 
. 
- -
b .  Walk. a mile • � • .. • " " ¥1 , • • • .. • • .. "' • • ____ _ 
c .  Carry one-tenth the weight of your body on 
your back for half a mile • • • • • • • • • . • _ _  
d. Do three knee-bends ( s quat and rise with feet 
together and hand on hips ) • • • . • • • • • • •  ___ ___ 
3 ·  In good shape, if you can: Yes No 
a .  C limb four flights without puffing • • • • • • • • ___ ___ 
b .  Walk a mile <I; • • 61 � '"" • • • Q • 
• • " .. • 
c .  Carry one-fifth your body weight for two 
. 
- -
miles • � .. .. • 
• 
• • " � .. lj 9 • • • . .. .  _ _  
d .  Run a ten-minute mile • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ___ ___ 
e .  Do twenty-knele bends • • . • • • • • • • • • • • _ _  
f .  Do five pus h-ups • • • • • • • • • • • • • __ _ 
g .  Do thirty s it-ups • • • • • • • • _ _ 
h .  Chin yourself once • 
• 
• • • • 
• • 
- -
4 .  In excellent shape 1 if you can: 
a .  Climb five flights ilithout puffing • • •  
b • .  Walk twenty miles without tiring . 
c .  Run two miles in fifteen minutes • • • • 
d .  Carry one - ha.l.f your body weight three 
level miles • • •  
e .  Do fifty knee bends • • • • . • • • • • • 
f lit  Do ten push -ups • • • • • Col • • • • q 9 
g .  Do twenty sit-ups , with one-tenth your 
. . 
Yes No 
. . 
- -
. · - -
. . 
- -
. 
- -
. · --
-
. . 
- -
body weight fastened behind yo!J.'It :Re�k • • • • • •  _ _  
h .  Chin yourse lf five times • • • • . • • • • • • 
1 .  Climb and de�cend a 16 foot rope • • • • • • • • •  ::: ::: 
FIGURE 6 
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VII . CONCLUSION 
Since the purpose of this chapter has been to show the need for 
better health, and since three examples of l eading Christians , Calvin, 
Fletcher and l-1oody, show the relationship between heal th an.d l ongevity 
of life ,  the following quotation succinctly expresses the conclusion of 
this  chapter : 
Look to your health ; an.d if you have it,  praise God, and value 
it  next to a good conscience ; for health is the second blessing 49 
that we mortals are capable of--a blessing that money cannot buy. 
THE OBTAINING AND MAIWfAINING 
OF BETTER PHYSICAL HEALTH 
CHAPTER V 
THE OBTAINING AND MAINTAINING 
OF BETTER PHYSICAL HEALTH 
The purpose of this chapter has been to reveal information on 
nutrition, exercise,  rest, attitude and discipline, which should promote 
a greater degree of health and fitness for those who put it into practice .  
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Since the holiness position does not recognize sin as inseparable 
from the body, it provides a superior doctrine on which to emphasize the 
maintenance of a vibrant physical heal th to the glory of God . 
Dr . Paul Dudley White , one of the nation ' s  leading heart special-
ists , said, 11Physical fitness provides a very vital basis for mental and 
spiritual fitness and it cannot be wisely ignored either by the educator 
or the clergyman • • • •  "l 
Dr . Harold Friermood said,  "The same as we have regular hours for 
working , eating and sleeping, and engage in worship at appropriate times 
and places , we should also set aside certain periods for physical devel-
2 opment . "  It is  important to remember that dissipated heal th is  one of 
things money cannot buy. 'rwhatever success may come to us , 11 said 
1Harold Friermood, The YMCA Guide To Adult Fitness (New York: 
Association Press , 1963) , p:-5-. -
2Ibid. 
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Dr . Friermood, "however important money and social recognition may be, 
we cannot enjoy them fully if health and energy are lacking. n3 Such can 
be parel l eled with the ministry, for a minister who i s  hindered and bur-
dened with poor health i s  l imited and fal l s  short of doing his best for 
the Master . 
What i s  physical health? One of the most practical definitions 
might be the one which a small boy used to define money,  "It ' s  something 
we ain ' t  got much of . "4 A better definition is the concise  suggestion 
of Dr . Warren R .  Guild of the Harvard Medical School , when he said, 
"Health and fitness in its pos itive s ense means l iving--with abundant 
energy and vitali ty . "5 Such i s  the way it  i s  understood in  this thesi s . 
How does one obtain sufficient physical health? One of the major 
means i s  by way of knowledge--knowing what can help or hurt one ' s  physi-
cal health i s  important .  Someone has said that ' ign.orance breeds fear , ' 
and in the realm of physical health ,  it  might be said that 'knowledge 
breeds cure � '  Dr . Hans Selye said, "to kn.ow what hurts you has an inher­
ent curative value . "6 
Good physi cal health ,  according to Dr . Friermood, i s  dependent 
upon the fol lowing five factors : ( 1 } proper diet, ( 2) exercise ,  ( 3} mental 
3Ibid .  
4Adell e  Davi s , Let ' s  Eat Right To Keep ill (New York: Harcourt, 
Brae e And Company, 195'i;'),'"""' p .  258. 
5Richard E .  Hunton , Formula For Fitness (Westwood, N.J. : Fleming 
H .  Revell ,  1 966} ,  p .  41 . 
�ans Selye , The Stress Of Lif e  (New York : McGraw Book Company, 
1956) ,  P •  260 . 
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attitude , ( l.l) rest ,  and ( 5) sufficient  attention to keeping them in bal-
anc e .7 Fredrick J. Stare , a medical doctor and writer, s ingl es out diet 
and exercise  as being the two major factors of poor health in America. 
He said, "Too much food and too little exercise  are wrecking havoc in 
8 the Uni ted States these days . "  At another time he claimed that, "The 
interrelationship of diet, exercise and rest, is  as close as that of 
body ,  mind and spirit. If one is  negl ected, the others suffer . 119 Thus , 
the study of this chapter can be of a preventative , or curative nature . 
II . NUTRITION 
The average American ' s  diet i s  not well-balanced , "not because 
the food i sn ' t  readily available ,  but because they lack sufficient know­
l edge of nutritive values . "  10 Time spent in studying nutrition , or the 
properties of foods , wil l  be time well spent for our present and future 
well-being. 1 1  
Def initions 
One definition of proper nutri tion was , "an. optimal supply of al l 
nutri ents in  all tissues resulting in a biochemical mil i eu that will 
7Friermood, .2!.· ill· ,  P• U .  
�redrick J .  Stare , Eating For Good Health (Garden C ity ,  N .Y. : 
Doubleday And Company, Inc . ,  196l.l) , p .  1 10 . 
9Friermood, .2!.· cit . , p .  19 . 
10Ibid . , p .  94 . 
1 1Bob Hoffman , Better Nutrition (York, . .  Penn . :Strength and Health 
Publ i shing Company, 1961 ) ,  p .  39 . 
permit reaction to internal an.d external stresses . 111 2  Thi s  defintion 
has been accepted as valid and authoritative for this  study . 
Purpose 
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"The purpose  of nutrition , "  said Adell e  Davis ,  " i s  to maintain 
health and prevent i llness . 11 13 She further stated that, "your nutrition 
1� can determine how you f eel , act and l ook . "  
According to Dr . Hunton, every cell of the body i s  affected by 
what one eats , or fails to eat. Brain c el l s ,  blood cel l s , kidney cells , 
heart cells--all are influenced directly or indirectly by the food which 
enters the stomach ; for he said, "Every cell and every organ is constructed 
entirely from what we eat , so that truly,  we are what we eat in a very 
16 real sense . "  
Reasons For Studying Nutrition 
If one must economize ,  it  should not be done on food, for with-
out proper nourishment ,  the body can never be stron.g , nor heal thy. 
Actually, sickness and suffering are more costly than the difference in 
price between poor food and the best of foods . In America alone , bil­
l ions of dol lars are spent each year in caring for the sick • 17 Avail-
abl e  statistics revealed that two mill ion peopl e in  the United States 
f th . k t 11 t •  b f . k 18 Am . were away rom e1r wor a a 1mes ecause o s1c ness . er1ca 
1�unton , !P.• c it . , p .  62 . 
1�Ibid . , p .  3 . 
16 Hunton ,  !P.· ill· ,  p .  61 . 
1 3Davis ,  !P.· ill· ,  p .  7 . 
1 5Ibid .  
l7Hoffaan , !P.· cit . , pp . 50-7� . 
al so has more hospitals ,  more nurses , and more peopl e needing these 
hospitals than anyother country in the world . 19 
Good foods are more enjoyabl e ,  and they are the l east costly in 
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the end , for one can save on doctor ' s  fees , medicinal costs , and loss of 
job wages ;  therefore , time spent in l earning about good nutrition is  
time well-spent . 20 
Modern-day methods of highly refining of foods and adding many 
preservative makes the study of nutri tion even more imperative . Such 
conditioning of foods makes for better storage and shipping,  because the 
foods do not spoil . Gayelord Hauser , an outstanding voice in the field 
of nutri tion, said, "Ever since we l earned to refine and preserve food, 
21 deficiencies began suddenly to develop . "  Such processed foods do not 
spoil because they cannot support the health of bacteria ,  fungi , molds 
or weevils .  If this  be true , how can such foods build  human heal th�22 
According to many l eading nutritionists , foods should be eaten 
when they are freshest and in their most nearly natural state . Don Dal e 
Alexander, a l eading expert in the f i eld  of nutritional studies , said, 
"I s trongly advocate that we should eat our foods in forms as closely 
as possible to their natural and raw state . "23 Gayelord Hauser preached 
1Buoffman, !.2.• ill· , pp . 50-74 . 
20Ibid.  
21 Gayelord B .  Hauser, Gayelord Hauser ' s  Treasury of S ecrets (New 
York : Farrar , Straus And Company, 1965) , p .  40 .  
2�avis ,  !.2.• cit . , P • 4, 5 . 
2) 
Dan D .  Alexander , Good Health And Common Sense (New York:Crown 
Publishing, Inc . , 1 960 ) , pp:-iJ, l 4 . 
---
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a gospel of ' l iving foods . 1 He taught that, "if people were given natu-
ral foods , their appetites would be natural ; they would not constan.tly 
overeat • • • • �it He also expressed the conviction "that natural food is  
best for man ' s  health and happiness , "25 because they have not lost any 
of their nutritional value through modern methods of refinement or the 
addition of perservatives . 26 
In the l ight of modern food processing, D:r .  Pinckney, said ,  "We 
must no longer just eat to stay well ; we must know how to eat to keep 
from getting sick . "27 
Food Classifications 
Foods have been classif i ed into three main  groups , which allowed 
for a s imple and conveni ent study, as seen in figure 7 on the following 
page . 
The three-food classifications are actually one and the same . 
The basic-seven is  a greater breakdown of the basic-four ; whil e  the ten-
food group i s  a more compl ete description of the basic-seven . A balanced 
and nutritional diet should daily consist of the foods thus classified .  
For Dr .  Stare said , " a  balanc ed menu built  on  the 'Basic-Four ' provides 
for most  of us all the constituents necessary for good health . 1128 As 
Hauser noted, "Good meals--nourishing meals--mean much more than a certain 
quota of calories ; they mean balanced proportions of  protein ,  carbohy-
24.__ 
• t '·9 
25Ib1· d .  26Ib . d '·O ""Hauser , .2.1!• .£!_. , p .  � • __ 1_. , P •  � • 
27Edward R .  Pinckney, You Can Prevent Il lness (Philadelphia: J.B. 
Lippincott Company, 1960) ,  p .  75 . 
28 Stare , .2.1!· cit . , p .  4 .  
1 .  Grain products 
2 .  Potatoes and sweet potatoes 
3 ·  Meats , poultry, fish, eggs 
4 .  Milk, cheese ,  ice cream 
5 • Dry beans 1 peas 1 nuts 
6 .  Green and yellow vegetables 
1 ·  Citrus fruits , tomatoes , etc . 
8 .  other fruits and vegetable� 
9 ·  Butter and other fats 
10 . Sugar, s irups , sweets 
� :Basie Seven 
l .  Bread, flour 1 cereals (whole grain or enriched ) 
2 .  Meat, poultry, fish, eggs , dry beans, peas , nuts 
3 ·  Milk, chees e ,  ice cream 
4 .  Leafy, green, and yellow vegetables 
5 • C itrus fruit 1 tomatoes 1 ra1.r capbage 
6 .  Other fruits and vegetable s ,  incl . potatoes 
7 .  Butter and fortified margarine 
1. Bread-cereals group : inexpens ive s ources of energy and proteins . 
Whole gr�ins carry iron and certain vi tam:ins • 
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2 .  Meat, poultry, f ish, eggs , legumes and nuts : valuable sources of 
protein9 same minerals and vitamins . 
3 .  Milk and milk products : valuable s ources of protein, ealc:iWI11 
other minerals and vi te.mins • 
4 .  Vegatable-fruit group : chiefly important as s ources of minerals 
and vitamins . 
In addition, some fats and sweets are needed to round out the diet . 
They supply energy and some fats (butter and margarine )also carry 
vitamins . 
F!GURE 7 
THREE FOOD CLASSIFICATIOO 
*L . J . Boge:rt, Nutrition And Phys ical Fitness ( seventh edition; 
Philadelphia : W . B .S aunders Company, 196o), p .  15 . 
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drates , fats , vi tamins , and minerals . "29 A detailed study, relative to 
the purpose and source ,  of these five nutriments , has provided knowledge 
and guidance for establ ishing a balanced diet. 
Proteins 
Protein was recognized as the most needed el ement in one ' s  daily 
diet. Bob Hoffman said, '�ou need ample protein because about 95 per 
cent of your body i s  made of protein • • Your body needs and uses 
up protein at an astonishing rate . "30 "Protein is essential , "  said 
Dr . K .C . Hutchin ,  a noted and distinguished British physician ,  "at all 
ages , because  there i s  a constant process of demolition and reconstruc­
tion going on in the body throughout l ife . n31 The body makes a compl ete 
change of  proteins every 160 days , or twice  a year ; therefore , proteins 
are of the utmost importance . 32 
Purpose . Proteins have been described, by Hauser, as body-builders , 
repairers , and youthifi ers . They are essential for growth, development ,  
and the maintenance of l ife . They satisfy hunger , stick to the ribs , 
nourish ,  and keep the body young and elastic . 33 
Protein is  necessary for the growth and development of muscles ; 
for muscles automatically hold the body erect .  If  muscles have not 
received the necessary food for their repair ,  they lose their elasticity, 
l ike old rubber bands , and poor posture results . 3� 
29Hauser , .2P.· cit . , p .  �9 . 3
0Hoffman , !P.• cit . , P •  60 . 
3lKenneth C .  Hutchin, How Not To !lill Your Husband (New York: 
Hawthorn Books , Inc . ,  1965) ,  p .  35 . ��offman , !P..:.. ill· ,  p .  61 . 33Hauser,  !P.· ill· ,  p .  50 . 
Davis ,  !P.• £!!. ,  p .  20 . 
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If the protein content bas been abundantly suppli ed and the diet 
otherwise  adequate , one can expect high resistance to diseases and infec­
tion . 35 
Sources .21 protein. First-class protein can be found in eggs , 
cheese ,  milk , and yogurt ; the glandular meats , such as l iver ,  kidney, 
heart, brain ; and in  roasts , chops , steaks , poultry and f i sh .  Among 
vegetables , f irst-class protein i s  found in soybeans , nuts , some seeds , 
and fresh wheat germ. 36 
The basic fact to remember about protein i s  that nearly 50 per 
cent of one ' s  daily diet should consist  of protein . 37 
Carbohydrates 
Purpose .  The main purveyor o f  fuel for providing energy i s  carbo-
hydrate . Gayelord Hauser described the function of carbohydrates in the 
foll owing manner . "The chi ef function of carbohydrates in nutrition is  
to provide energy for the body and for muscular exertion, and to assist 
in the digestion and ass imilation of other foods . 1138 Carbohydrates 
which are not burned up in providing energy are converted into fat and 
stored, thus , an over-abundance of carbohydrates can. result in overweight�9 
Sources . The best carbohydrates , with all the important nutrients 
intact ,  were found chi efly in the whol e  grain flours , cereal s ,  fresh 
fruits , fresh vegetables and vegetable juices . 40 
35 �. , P • 22 . 3�auser ,  .!£· c it . , P • 51 . 
37Alexander , .!!.1!• c it . , p .  49 . 3B:aauser, .!!]! • .£!.!. , P • 53 • 
39Hutchin , .!!J!• ill· ,  p .  )6 . 4<>nauser, .!!]! • ill· ' P • 54. 
Purpose . Fat was found as a source of sustainin.g energy, as heat 
insulation under the skin ,  an.d as a padding for the framework . Meals 
which contain some fat have greater staying power, because fat is slower 
41 in  being digested and absorbed than anyother foodstuff . 
Source . Foodstuff rich in animal fats are ,  bacon, butter, ham, 
lard, luncheon meats , mutton, pork and sausages (pork) . 42 Vegetable oil 
fats were found to be far better than animal fats , because they digest 
easi er and help to l ower the cholesterol count in the blood . 43 The 
more popular anti-chol esterol vegetabl e oils  were l i sted as , corn oil , 
soya oil , and sunflower o i1 . 44 
Vitamins 
Man cannot l ive by bread alone . If man had all the proteins , 
carbohydrates , fats and fluids essential , he still  could not l ive without 
vitamins . Vitamins were named after the l etters of the alphabet, in the 
days before i t  was known what their chemical compos ition was . 45 
Vitamin A, or caroten guards against infection and preserves the 
enamel of the teeth .  I t  i s  foun.d in f i sh oil s ,  l iver ,  farmyard foods , 
46 carrots , banan.as ,  spinach and tomatoes . Deficiencies  of "A" result in 
eye weaknesses . lliilk is  also another good source of Vitamin A .  47 
Vitamin B i s  actually a number o f  vitamins ,  including B1 , B
2 
and 
41 Ibid . , p .  55 . 
43Hauser, �· c it . , p .  56 . 
4'*Hutchin,  �· ill· , P • 51 . 
46Ibid . , p .  41 . 
4�utchin , �· cit . , p .  56 . 
45Ibid . , pp . 39-41 . 
47Hoffman , �· c it . , p .  207 . 
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Bl2 • The vitamin B complex vitamins fight beriberi , sores of the mouth, 
tongue , l ip� and suppl ies nutrition to the nerves and heart muscl es .  The 
best sources of the B Complex are found in yeast and l iver, also whole-
meal bread, peas , beans , l entils ,  eggs , meat, milk,  cereal s ,  green vege-
t bl 1 d d nuta . �s a es ,  sa a s ,  an Q 
Vitamin C i s  recognized as a possible fighter of infectuous 
diseases , and the lack of it  can cause scurvy. "C " i s  found in citrus 
fruits and green vegetabl es . �9 
Vitamin D i s  responsible for the growth of bones and teeth . It 
also prevents rickets . The major source of ''D" is in the sun . Dr. Hutch-
in said, "The body is  capable of storing vitamin D and also has the 
abi l ity to manufacture � 'as a resul t of the action of sunlight on the 
skin . 1150 
Vitamin E i s  obtained from wheat-germ and egg yolk . Hoffman said ,  
"There is  no certain evidenc e  that human beings need this vitamin . 1151 
But ,  it has been foun.d that heart disease and high blood pressure have 
been treated by Vitamin E . 52 
Vitamin K i s  respons ible for helping the blood to clot . It is 
found mainly in. all green plants and animal foods . 53 
Minerals 
Minerals are helpful in maintaining, in the body, the amount of 
water necessary for the l if e  process . They keep blood and tissue fluid 
lt�utchin,  !.P..:.. ill· ' p .  �2 . �9Hoffman, .2.1!. cit . , P• 212 . 
50Hutchin , 1 oc . c it .  51Hoffmau, .2.1!· ill· ' P• 217 . 
5�utchin,  .2.1!• c it . ' p .  �:; • 53 Ibid .  
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from becoming either too acid or too alkaline . They help draw chemical 
substances into and out of the cel l s . They influence the secretion of 
glands , and assist in setting up conditions responsibl e for the irrita­
bil i ty and contractibility of muscles and tis sue . 5q 
Calcium and phosphorus . These are largely used in the body to 
give hardness to the teeth and bones . Calcium also aids the transmis-
sion of nerve mes sages and helps the nerves to be steady and relaxed . 
Calcium and phosphorus are used by the body in a chemical combination 
with eachother ; one without the other i s  of l i ttle value . The best 
sources are found to be milk , buttermilk and yogurt . 55 
Iron is found necessary in enabling the blood to carry oxygen 
through the body, and i t  i s  also of great value in helping to remove 
carbon dioxide from the tis sues . Turnip greens , l iver, wheat germ, 
brewer ' s  yeast ,  dates ,  apricots , and egg yolks are considered the richest 
sources . 56 
Iodine forms part of the active substance thyroxine , produced by 
two small thyroid glands l ocated on either side of the windpipe . The 
iodine , containing thyroxine , not only has a powerful effect on physical 
and mental development ,  but it  gives the body the normal verve , its urge 
for work and play .  A lack of iodine causes a lack o f  thyroxine, which 
results in decreased stamina and vital ity ;  also , the deficiency of iodine 
causes goi ter growth. The main sources of iodine are found in fish,  
shellfish ,  sea vegetables , salt and s ea water . 57 
5�auser , !P.• c it . , p .  81 . 55Ibid . , P •  8) .  
56Ibid. , p .  8q . 57Ibid . , p .  86 . 
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Potassium. A deficiency of potassium l ead to nervousness , consti-
pation , gas distention, and sleeplessness .  In addition , it  i s  necessary 
for the normal contraction of all muscl es . The major sources are whole­
grain breads , cereals and molasses . 58 
Sodium and chlorine were found to be of tremendous importance . 
Chlorin.e i s  used in the stomach to form hydrochloric acid ,  which is  nee-
essary for normal digestion of protein and the absorption of minerals 
into the blood . They are recognized as especially beneficial during hot 
weather, for a lack of them was found to be the cause of heat cramps , or 
heat stroke . Good sources of sodium and chlorine are salty foods , such 
as peanuts , popcorn and pretzels . 59 
Trace minerals are those minerals of which not too much has been 
sufficiently discovered ; yet ,  they are discuss ed as being extremely impor-
tant to one ' s  health and well-being. The following minerals are placed 
in the category of trace minerals :  magnesium, aluminum, zinc , cobalt, 
manganes e ,  tin , arsenic ,  bromine , mercury, nickel and silver . 60 
In the obtaining and maintaining of good physical health ,  a properly 
balanced intake of the f ive nutri ents (protein , carbohydrate s ,  fat, 
' t  . d . 1 ) . d . d' bl 61 v1 amJ.ns an m1nera s are v1ewe as 1n :t spensa e .  
Importance 2f Breakfast 
Of the three common daily meals (breakfast ,  lunch , dinner) break-
fast was considered the most important meal by far. How one feels 
58Ibid. , P •  87 . 
60Ibid . , p .  89 . 
59Ibid . , p .  88 . 
61 Ibid . , PP • 60-82 . 
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throughout each day i s  determined by the type of breakfast eaten . Break-
fast establishes how readily the body produces energy each day, or more 
specifically ,  the amount of sugar present in the blood. Energy produc-
tion determines how one thinks , acts , and feel s .  Energy is  produced in 
the body by the burning ( oxidizing) of sugar alone ,  or sugar and fat 
together . When the blood plasma contains adequate amounts of sugar , 
then each cell s elects the quantity it needs . 62 
The average milligrams of sugar in the blood is  ninety to ninety-
five . When the sugar falls to seven.ty milligrams , hunger i s  experienced . 
Test� made by nutritionists and presented by Adell e  Davis ,  proved that 
a continued drop in the sugar supply caused fatigue and eventual exhaust-
ion .  I t  was also discovered that the person whose  blood sugar falls 
below normal , becomes progressively more irritabl e ,  grouchy, moody, 
depressed and uncooperative . On the other hand, it  was discovered that 
if one ' s  food intake was sufficien.tly adequate to cause the sugar to 
in.crease above the hunger l evel ( seventy mill igrams) energy was easily 
produced and one ' s  thinking quickened and the mind clearer ; disposition 
was at its best ;  attitudes were gracious , cheerful , and cooperative . 63 
The foll owing study was made by Adelle Davis of various types of 
breakfasts to determine how efficient different breakfasts would be in 
maintaining the sugar l evel of the blood . Over 200 individual s volun-
teered for these tests . Each individual had his blood sugar count taken 
before the meal , and hourly for three hours afterward . There were five 
62oavi s . ,  .21!· ill· ,  p .  8 • 63Ibid . , p .  10 . 
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different breakfasts given : ( 1 ) black coffee alone--the blood sugar 
decreased rapidly and the volunteers experienced lassitude , irriabil ity, 
nervousness , hunger , fatigue , exhaustion and headaches ,  which symptoms 
became progress ively worse as the morning wore on, (2) two doughnuts 
an.d coffee with sugar and cream--such caused a rapid rise in the blood 
sugar , but within an hour , it had fal len to a low l evel--again  resulting 
in inefficiency and fatigue, (:;) a glass of orange juice ,  two strips 
of bacon, toast ,  jam, and coffee with cream and sugar--the blood sugar 
ros e  rapidly, but f el l  far below the prebreakfast l evel within an hour 
and remained below normal until lunch time , (4) breakfast same as number 
three , except a packaged cereal was added---the results were much the 
same as for number three ,  and ( 5) the basic  foods as in number three , 
plus an eight-ounce glass of whole milk, fortified with two and one-half 
tablespoons of powdered, skimmed milk, or two eggs , rather than powdered 
milk--results were marvelous , for after this breakfast ,  the blood count 
had risen above normal and stayed at approximately 120 mill igrams through-
out that morning; no fatigue , nervousnes s ,  hunger, exhaustion , etc . ,  was 
experienced by those  who had partaken of the fifth breakfast . 64 
The Mos t  Nearly Perfect Foods 
What foods have the nutritionists valued as being the mos t nearly 
perfect or best? Dr . Stare said that milk was the most  nearly perfect 
food ; 65whil e  Gayelord Hauser held yogurt as being better than mi1k . 66 
64- . ' t  10 1 1  "Davu , .QP.. .£!._. , pp . , • 
6�auser , .!!.!! • cit .  , p .  556 . 
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Bob Hoffman supported the soy bean as number one . 67 The most nearly per­
fect foods were found to be milk (and milk products ) , soy bean, eggs , and 
honey. Hoffman al so li sted the peanut as one of  the most  valuable foods . 
It has been found high in carbohydrates and fats , and contains more pro­
tein than beer . 68 
C onclusion 
The body may seem much the same today as it  was a year ago--give 
or take a few pounds--but in a singl e year , 98 per cent of the old atoms 
have been replaced by the new atoms , which were taken into the body from 
the air which one breathes , and from the food which one eats , and the 
water which one drinks . 69 It would be wel l  to follow the admonition of 
Dr .  Pinckney, when he said , "Eat, drink , an.d be wary • • •  and tomorrow 
you ' 1 1  l ive better . "  70 
III . EXERCISE 
Introduction 
Irving Perlstein ,  a medical doctor ,  said, "It is very difficult to 
over-emphasize the importance of physical e:x:erc i se . "71 Thus , it must be 
noted as having a place  in this study. 
It was establi shed that diet and exercise  must be used s imultane-
ously  for obtaining and main.taining good physical fitness and health.  
67Hoffman , �· £11. ,  p .  1 13 . 6
8Ibid . , P • 38 . 
69Hauser , �· cit . , p .  35 . 7
0Pinckney, �· ill· ,  P • 74 .  
7l lrving B .  Perlstein and Wil l iam Col e ,  Diet Is  Not Enough (New 
York : The MacMillan Company, 1963) ,  p .  74 . 
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Neither diet nor exercise can do the job alone . If one reduced his body 
size through diet alone , it  was found that the muscles and tissues would 
not have good ton.e and firmness . If one tried to exerci se weight away, 
he would waste his time . It would require a thirty-six  mil e  walk to work 
off just one pound of fat . 72 Exercise  and diet were found to compliment 
one another in weight losing or weight gaining programs . 
Benefits of Regular Exerci s e  
Five outstanding benefits have been found to accrue from regular 
exercise . They are noted below. 
Healthier muscl es .  Consistent exercise directly benefi ted the 
muscle tone, endurance and strength of the body. Muscle tone was 
described as a healthy state of slight muscular contraction . Well-toned 
muscles were more efficient because they had greater fl exibil ity, were 
faster, used up l ess  energy, and could work longer without fatigue than 
could slack muscl es .  Consistent exercise  was recognized as the only way 
to develop strength . Sporadic activity only produced tired and strained 
muscl es .  The harder muscles were exercised,  the stronger they became and 
increased in s ize . 
Increased efficiency of body organs . When the body was physically 
fit, the internal organs had the room to work , as they were designed to do . 
They were not cramped by the extra weight of fat .  Dr . George Resta ,  of 
the Washington Redskins football  team, commented: 
Your heart thrives on consistent activity by growing stronger . 
As a result ,  whenever you exert strenuous physical efforts , your 
72uichard Pickens ( ed . ) , The � Guide To Physi cal Fitness (New 
York : Random House ,  1965) , p .  171 . 
heart has the re,5rve strength to perform its functions without 
being overtaxed. 
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It has been found that sensible exercise does not pose any danger , 
whatever ,  to a normal heart. 7� Some individuals have told  this writer 
to beware of vigorous exercise,  for such would be hard on the heart. 
On the contrary, Dr . Perlstein said , "Regular vigorous exercise does not 
weaken the normal heart in middle-age or after;  but rather strengthens 
it .  It  i s  only after the individual becomes inactive , then tries to 
make up for it by violent exercise ,  that the danger exists . u75 Dr .  Kerner 
said, "The heart is far more efficient than any engine that man has ever 
created, u76for the heart is  strengthened by consisten.t progressive exer-
c ises . 
Until recently, it was thought that older people should substan-
tially reduce physical activity ;  or even avoid  it  entirely. Dr . Frier-
mood responded to such an erroneous concept, when he said, 11It  i s  not 
the athl ete ' s  heart ( a  myth) we need to worry about, but the loafer ' s  
heart . "77 
Dr . T .K .Cureton, who had pioneered the physical reconditioning of 
men from forty to eighty years of age ,  suggested that it. is  possibl e to 
rehabilitate old, decrepit, and feeble men to an active l ife  again. He 
had actually taken such men an.d had gradually, over a two-year program, 
had them running five mil es a day . Those men not only felt and looked 
?)Ibid . , P • 22 . ?�Ibid . , P • 161 . 
75Perlstein, �· cit. , P •  117 . 
76Fred Kerner, Stress And !!!!:, Heart (New York : Hawthorn Books, 
Inc . Publishers , 1961 ) , p .  3� . 
77Friermood, �· £!!. ,  P •  17 . 
better , but medical tests showed an improvement in heart function and 
other vital organs . 78 
Cutting out practically all vigorous physical activity caused 
some individuals to lose flexibility of joints ; also , vigorous exercise 
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was found necessary to dilate the capillaries , which are responsible for 
feeding all the body tis sues an.d removing their waste products . Capil-
laries are described as the channels  through which waste is removed, and 
the lack of exercise  and inactivity l iterally dried up the capillaries . 79 
In addition , consistent exercise helped both the digestive and 
respiratory system to work more effectively. Exercise  also helped to 
improve the individuals '  c irculation and el imination of waste, because 
it  stimulated glands and other body organs to perform their functions 
much better . 80 
Effective weight control . Exercise  and diet were combined and 
described as the surest and safest ways to gain  or lose weight. Dr . 
Morris Fishbein ,  in  his book , !2!! Weight � How To Control It ,  gave 
the following advice  for thos e  endeavoring to lose  weight; 
Most fat people who are attempting to l ose  weight l ead a seden­
tary l if e .  For them it  i s  advisabl§1
to combine a gradual increase 
in  physical activity with the diet.  
7�axwell Maltz , Psycho-Cybernetic s  (Hollywood: Wil shire Book 
Company, 1965) ,  P •  243 . 
79Ibid . , p .  238 . 
80p · k · t  2-1c ens , !2• £!_. , p .  ) .  
81Morris Fishbein , ( ed . )  � Weight � �  To Control It 
(Garden C ity ,  N .Y. : Doubleday And Company, Inc . ,  1949), p. 205 . 
At the same time , just as there was only one good way to lose 
weight, there was but one sure and safe way of gaining weight;  constant 
exercise combined with an increased , but balanced diet .82 
Better mental state . Physical and mental fitness were found to be 
never really separable s ince they were directly related to one another . 
A physically conditioned man was seen as possessing an inner feeling of 
well-being . He had confidence from knowing that no matter what his age , 
size ,  or stature,  his best foot was forward , both socially and in. busi­
nes s .  He felt full of energy and zest, eager to hop out of bed each 
morning, and attack his work for that day. 
The late president, John F .  Kennedy, was a strong exponent of 
physical f itness .  He was quoted by Pickens as saying, "The relation 
between the soundness of the body and the activities of the mind is  
subtl e and complex . Intell i gence and skill  can function at their peak 
only when the body is  healthy and strong . "83 
For the normally heal thy man , burning up physical energy is an 
enjoyable pursuit .  Investing h i s  energy i n  a purposeful , positive 
direction gives him a genuine sense of satisfaction . At the same time, 
i t  se1�es as a release ,  which l essens mental tensions and helps him 
relax . The average man, in other words , would have better control over 
his emotions if  he included exercise ,  or sports , in his daily l ife . 84 
82pickens , �· cit . , p .  25 . 
83Ibid . , p .  26 . 
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It was also noted that exercise benefited the healthy man ' s  mind and 
emotions , although it  was not a method of overcoming all mental problems . 85 
Protection against injury � stress . The well-conditioned man 
was fouri.d to be abl e  to withstand far more punishment than. a poorly-
conditioned one .  Bodily toughness , or fitness , could not protect one 
f rom injuries resulting from events beyond one ' s  control , such as auto 
acc idents ; but the better condi tion.ed a man ' s  body, the greater the 
chances of his recovering from a s erious injury--and the more rapidly he 
would recover from minor physical damage . 86 
Physical fitness also provided protection against  fatigue . It 
gave man the stamina, strength, and skill to carry on his daily routine 
at home , in the office ,  or in school , without getting exhausted . It 
also gave him something extra--a margin of safety .  That ' emergency 
reserve , ' which could only be developed through consistent exercise , 
which was necessary in helping man to recover from emotional stress ,  as 
well as physical damage . 87 
Dr .  Hans Selye was a strong advocate of stress as being the major 
factor in man ' s  mental and physical breakdown. He said , "Life ,  the 
biological chain that holds our parts together , is  only as strong as its 
weakest vi tal l ink. u88 To such a statement,  this  writer agreed, but 
felt that Dr . Selye failed to recognize the place  of poor health , which 
resulted from inadequate diet and exercise ,  in the wearing down of man .  
85p ·  k ' t  27 1c ens , !ill.· ll-• ,  p .  • 
87Ibid . , pp . 27-29 . 
86Ibid . 
88 Selye , !ill.• cit . , p .  276. 
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Dr . S . I .McMil l en ,  also failed at that point ,  for he said, " It ' s  not what 
you eat--it ' s  what eats you . n89 The implication was that stress ,  tension , 
and worry are possibl e for man ' s  being s ick , not his diet .  The section 
on nutrition, which was previously presented, proved such a statement as 
being only half true . This  wri ter bel ieves that both diet and stress 
could be responsible for man 1 s physical and mental break down . •  
Marion H .  Nelson , a Christian medical doctor , said, "The physical 
factor frequently is one of the most important causes of mental illness 
in the Christian . "90 He further stated that, '�ihatever affects the body, 
also affects the mind. If the body i s  tired, then so i s  the mind ; if the 
body i s  s ic�, then the mind i s  affected by the physical sickness ; "91thus , 
exercise and diet should be emphasized . 
Commander C .E .  Selin,  head of the Department of Physical Education 
at the United States Coast Guard Academy, has said, "Hard physical exer-
cise i s  one of the best an.tidotes possible for reducing tension and other 
eff ects of stress . "92 
A good summary of the benefits of exercise  was suggested by Bob 
Hoffman when he said ,  "It speeds up circulation , keeps hearts strong, and 
arteries clean and flexibl e ,  removes waste , improves respiration, 
89s . I . McMillen ,  None Of These Diseases (Westwood, N .J . : Fleming 
H .  Revel l  Company , n .  d . )  :-P- 65 . 
90�1arion H .  Nelson , Why Christians Crack Up (Chicago : Moody Pres s ,  
1965) ,  p .  27 . 
91Ibid . 
9�unton, .2P.• c it . , P • 47 . 
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strengthens the muscles , whil e  keeping them suppl e  and youthful , strength­
ens and activates all the organs and glands . 1193 
Someone has also said ,  "Exercise  adds years to your life and l if e  
to your years ; "94 therefore , a consideration of the  basic  types o f  e:x:er-
cises i s  essential . 
Types � Exercise  
There are three principle ,  or most common forms of exercise :  
cal isthenic s ,  weight training, and i sometrics . 
Cal isthenics . Thi s  involves movement, an.d helps to build  body 
tone , endurance , flexibi l ity and strength . For example ,  sit-ups , push-
ups , side-bends , stiff-l eg-toe touching, and other stretch-type movements . 
\{eight training. Thi s , also , involves movement. The pitting of 
one ' s  strength to push , pul l , or l ift a certain number o f  pounds 
describes the movement involved. Such exercise  causes great mus.cle  
stimulation , forcing muscles to  grow both in  size and strength . Since 
weight training involves repetition, a good deal of energy i s  exerted ; 
therefore , it  i s  suggested that weight training be practiced only every 
other day. Cal isthenics could be practiced every day and even several 
times a day. 
I sometrics . Thi s  s imply involves pushing,  pull ing, or l ifting 
against an immovable obj ect--by exerting maximum force for a few seconds . 
9�offman , .21!.· c it . ' p .  u:;.  
9/tJohn Grimek , "Health Hints , 11 Muscular Development, Vol . II ,  
No . 9 (September , 1965) ,  p .  5/t .  
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The ' object ' could be a part of one ' s  own body or something stationary 
such as a metal bar , a wall , or a doorway. 95 
Rating � physical fitness activities . The Y .M .C .A.  presented a 
table of estimated percentages ,  which evaluated certain sports as being 
most eff ective in building endurance , agility, and strength of the leg, 
abdomen, and arms . 
The best individual sports in which to participate are : mountain 
c limbing, ski ing, rowing, swimming , and bicycl ing . The top three group 
activities are : hand bal l , tennis , and badmitton. See appendix . The 
three sports or activities which burned up the most energy, or calories , 
were : running, swimming, and skiing . See appendices C ,D ,  and E .  
This writer considered weight training to be the most effective , 
scientific , rewarding, and commendable method of exercise  in obtaining 
and maintaining one ' s  personal physi cal health and fitness . Such personal 
opinions and convictions were substantiated by a reference from the 
modern research journal , !h£ Research Quarterly, publi shed by the National 
Education Association, whi ch indicated that weight training was the 
f inest method known for building size ,  strength, speed , and flexibility 
s imul taneously. 96 
A compl ete weight training routine has been prepared by this 
writer, which would greatly enhance the physical health and fitness of 
95Pickens , �· c it . ,  pp . 40 , 41 . 
96John Grimek ( ed . )  "Does Bodybuilding Make You Slow And Stiff , "  
Muscular Development, Vol .  III , no . 9 (September, 1966) ,  p .  21 . 
any who desi re to fol l ow i t .  S ee F i gure 8 ,  page 113 . 
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Weight training routine . Before commenc ing wi th a weight training 
routine , or anyother form of vi gorous exerc i s e ,  it was recommended to 
first c onsul t a physi cian to make certain that one i s  organ ical l y  sound . 97 
. I t  i s  also important for one to keep a record of  hi s progress . The 
wei ght trainee i s  not to c omp ete against his  training partner , or others 
e s s ential ly,  but to c ompete against himself . One shoul d be abl e to us e 
more weight or more repetitions each week and month ; thus , the c ompe-
titions are to be against the 11 s el f 11 of yesterday . 
The fol l owing routine was des igned for a three-month period . Two 
terms are extremel y  important to the understanding and performing of the 
exerc i s e s , "repetition , "  a c ompl ete movement of the exerci s e ,  and " set , " 
a c ompl etion of the required numbers of repetition s . 
97 
Fri ermood , �· £!!. , p .  45 . 
THREE MOOR WEIGHT TRADlli!G R OOTI.NE 
:!'.!:!! .t/1.r!! �;j!h: .requires one set of seven to eleven repetitions . For 
ex.s.mple , take the bar and curl it for seven repetitions . Continue to 
use the same weight until prOE�ess can be made tram s even 'reps • to 
eleven \--e ps . • When the eleveu are eventually reached, the weight 
should be rail.'> ed fift ·pounds , and the repetitiOJ.Ul deerease d  back to 
seven, work up to eleven reps , once again b efore raising the weight . 
� s econd month : requires two s ets of each exercise . Tt!e first set 
should be perfo�d seven reps only . <h the second set (with the 
s sme weight ) t,r;;r for eleven repetitions . When the eleven are reaehed 
on the second set, r�ise the weight by five pounds and continue with 
tvo sets � �s even on the firs t set, eleven on the second set . 
!h.! third �: trainee should. be approaching the point of good phys i­
��1 fitnes� � Three sets are to be practiced1 one following the other1 
�i th about two or three minutes of rest between each s et . The first 
and s econd s:ets �e to be performed seven repetitions only . CD the thir d 
set, try for eleven reps . Not until eleven reps have been performed, 
a.11 the third £t et ,  should weight be increased .  
t�r�flJ;hing !! :l)llll'_<fl'rtant : tue a deep breath when s tarting an exercise 
Juov-ement, then hold :f:t as you lift the weight, and e:x:hale toward the 
.;;o.,t of the repetition . 
l'��:UJ.) : Before beginn.ing with the actual routine , it is always necessary 
:::-o loos eR.� up the !l�Wl> «::les with �<'Um-up e.xer�i�es . Thb should inclUde, 
1 1 1  
J�cli:AJ , s tiff-leg ·toe touches , s.nd other :favorite calisthenic-type move u 
ments . 
�: the exercise numbers which have the esterik are to be performed 
twenty reps . These are usually the forearm, calf' 1 and s t011ach mus cles . 
L Bench Press : the bar ::�hould be approximately 32 inches wide between 
forefingers .  Begin the movement with the weight at arms 
length above the chest .  Take a deep breath aud lower 
bar until i t  touches chest, then :i.m:mediately push 
weight up to beginning pos ition, at whieh time the 
trainee exhales .  Repetitions - -1-11. 
�; .  Bar Curl Stm1d erect with the bar touching the thighs . Grip is 
palms up . Take deep breath and curl bar to chest level, 
then return to thighs . Move only the arms; do not 
allow the body to swing forward and backward . 
RepetitioDS --7-11 .  
3·  Lying Bar Tricept Curl : Start this exercise with the b ar  held at 
arms length, directly abOTe the forehead . Grip should 
be approximately shoulder width. Take a deep breath 
4 .  Pullovers 
and lower weight until it nearly touches the back of the 
head or bench . Cbly the forearm area of the arms shoul.d 
move . Keep the trieept area s tationary . Al.so remember, 
keep the elbowa pointed heaven-ward . Return the bar t o  
original pos ition Md repe&.t movement number o f  reps 
required. Repetitions --7-11. 
Begin with the bar lying across the chest; take a deep 
breath and move the bar, s lightly clearing the face, 
to a hanging pos ition behind and below the head and 
bench . Keep the elbows bent and pointed heaven-ward at 
all times . Never stop at hanging position; imllediately 
pull it back up, over the :race and onto the chest, before 
s topping. Repetitions --7·ll. 
5 ·  � Behind The Neck : This is .an excellent exercise for the shoulders . 
Commence with the bar pres5 at arms length above the 
head . Lower the weight behind the head until it touches 
the neck-shoulder area; then return bar to over-head 
pos ition. Repetitions ··7·ll . 
1 12  
6 .  Reverse Grip Cu.rls : The bar is gripped with palms down ( opposite to 
bicept curls � . The elbows remain stationary as if 
hinged to s ides of body. Start from thigh level and 
reverse curl to chest level . Only the forearm is 
allowed to JDOV'e . Excellent for forearm development . 
Repetitions --7 -11 . 
*'7 ·  � Bends Hold a dumbell in one hand and lean directly to that 
s ide, then return to erect pos ition and repeat exercise 
for required number of' repetitions • Change dumbell to 
other hand and repeat that movement . Excellent exer­
cise for the oblique or s ide mus cles . Repetitio:a.s ·-20 · 
8 .  Sti:ff'-Leg Dead Lift : Begin with bar hanging at arms length and body 
standing erect . Lean forward, without bending the 
knees , until weight touches the floor . Return to stand­
ing pos ition . God exercise for lower back, buttocks , 
and back of legs . Repetitions - -7 ·11. 
9 .  S quat 
*10 . Toe Raises 
A short 2 by 4 block may be required on which to place 
heels for better balance . The bar rests on the shoulder 
and neck area . S quat to a pos ition which is horizontal 
with the floor . The knees and hip bones should run 
parallel with one another . Remember to breath deeply 
before each repetition. Repetitions -�7 -11 . 
Bar is behin1l neck, like in the squats . Raise as high 
on the toes t!.S possible . Do not allow the knees to 
bend . Repetitions --20 . 
*ll . Twisting S it-Ups : Start with feet fixed, knees slightly bent, and 
hand behind the head. Raise the body in a twist 
pos ition, s o  oppos ite elbows and knees can touch . Alter­
nate each repetition from right elbow to left knee, 
then left elbow to right knee . Repetitions - -20 . 
*12 . Alternating Leg Raises : This exercise can be performed lying flat 
on the floor, or on a bench . Use inclined position, 
only, when required number of' repetitions become easy. 
Keep legs as straight as poss ible and alternate the up 
and down movement . Repetitions - -20 . 
4 . Pullovers 
2 · Bar Curl 3 · 
5 ·  Press :Behind 
The Neck 
FIGURE 8 
CHAJ':T l .  THRF.E -MONTH 
'I'RAINOO ROJTINE 
12 . Al ternatin,g 
Leg Raises 
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IV REST, ATTITUDE AND DISCIPLINE 
As important as nutrition and exercise  are , they are to no avail ,  
without the additional ingredients of rest,  attitude , and discipl ine . 
Rest encompasses a broad area . Sleep and relaxation are included 
under the caption of ' rest . ' No physical fitness program would be 
effective without sufficient sleep , rest and relaxation . Sleep i s  the 
basic source of man ' s  recuperative power . Whil e  one sleeps , the body 
recovers from the normal wear and tear of l iving, by repairing and 
repl enishing the muscles , tissue s ,  and body organs . Sleep i s  recognized 
as ' nature ' s  way ' of draining away both mental an.d physical tension . 
Relaxation is  in essence ,  change . Man must have variety in his life 
in order to maintain the zest, alertness , and optimistic outlook . 98 
It is  a known fact ,  that vigorous physical activity ,  such as 
weight training, breaks down the body cel l s ; but proper nutrition , 
coupled with sufficient rest, rebuilds the body to an even stronger 
degree .  
Jesus , Himsel f ,  demonstrated to His discipl es the value of rest,  
when He told them, 11 • • • Come ye yourselves apart into a desert place ,  
and rest a whil e :  for there were many coming and going, and they had no 
l ei sure so much as to eat . "  (Mark 6 : 31 ) 
99 
9SPickens , 22• £!!. ,  pp . 180 , 181 . 99Hunton , 22· £!!. , p .  7� . 
Relative to Hark 6: 31, Dr. Marion Nelson said, " Even the Lord 
Jesus Christ, because He was truly human, had to l ive a bal an.ced l ife 
and had to get periodic rest and rel axation.11100 Someone has wisely 
101 observed, "if you don ' t  come apart, you ' l l fal l apart . "  
Attitude 
That one must have an optimistic attitude toward l ife, in order 
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to get the most from it, has been wel l ill ustrated by Dr. Haxwel l Haltz. 
Dr. Maltz mentioned that those who were sic k or recovering from surgery 
got wel l more quickl y, if they were optimistic and positive thinkers . 102 
To show the il l effects of a pessimistic attitude, Dr. Hal tz quoted 
Dr. Clarence. \" · Lieb, who said, "Experience has taught me to regard 
pessimism as a major symptom of early fossilization. It usual l y  arrives 
with the first minor symptom of physical decline." l03 
Some people, between the ages of forty and fifty years of age, 
have begun to look and act old ; while others have continued to act and 
look young . \�y? A recent study has found that the ' olderster ' at this 
age thought of themsel ves as middle-aged, past their prime , over the hil l ; 
while the ' youngsters ' at this same age, still had conceived of them­
selves as being this side of middle-age.104 It has been proven that one ' s  
attitude can hinder or help the maintaining of vital physical health . An 
optimistic attitude toward l ife can be as physically rewarding and 
100 Nelson, �· £!!. , p. 210 . 
102. _ -Maltz, �· cit., p. 235. 
104Ibid., p. 238. 
101 Hunton, loc .cit. 
103Ibid., p .  236. 
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effective as ' saving faith , ' i s  to salvation . 
Discipline 
The rol e of discipl ine , in both the positive and negative aspects , 
were forcefully presented by Dr . Richard S .  Taylor , in his book , The 
Disciplined Lif e .  Relative to keeping the body i n  good physical condi-
tion, he saw the value and the advantage as resulting in a more effective 
and fruitful ministry, for he said: 
The advantage of the man with the discipl ined body is most apt to 
be seen in his superior heal th and longevity. His better health 
will  give him greater efficiency and ef{6�tiveness , while  added years will  extend his fruitfulness and power . 
The man who has learned to 'keep his body under , ' i s  more likely 
to avoid being a castaway physically . 106 
Discipline was recognized as essential , in every aspect of l ife ,  
if the ambitions and goals one had set were to be fulfill ed .  Exercise 
requires determination , time , and effort , which is  no different than the 
demands placed upon one in seeking other worth-while goals ;  but exercise 
can. be entered into with enthusiasm, i f  one would consider, not the 
immediate effort expanded , but the long term benefits . 107 
Dr . Perlstein said,  "Di scipl ine cannot be engendered without 
deci sion f irst being present . "108 He further stated, "Your decision must 
be real and f irm, not merely lip serV-ice ,  based on inner intention, not 
l05Richard S .  Ta�rlor ,  � Disciplined Life (Kansas C i ty, Mo . :  
Beacon Hill Press , 1962) ,  p .  20 . 
106Ibid .  107Friermood, .!m •  ill• , P • 17 • 
108P 1 t . • t  29 er s e1n , .!m• .£L· ,  p .  • 
. 11109 outside pressure or  persuasion . 
V .  LAWS OF HOLINESS AND HEALTHFUL LIVING 
Christianity Inspires Healthy Living 
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Dr . James Van Buskirk ,  in his book , Religion , Heal ing and Health , 
said ,  "Rel igion is no guarantee of  a heal thy body; but it should help 
us to make and keep our bodies more fit than they otherwise  would be . n1 10 
Dr . Van Buskirk suggested nine ways in which rel igion could be 
used to promote physical and spiritual well-being : ( 1 ) honest work, 
(2) rest ,  relaxation , recreation ,  ( 3) rest in the Lord ,  (4:) church-going, 
( 5) use of the Bible ,  (6) fear not: have faith in God, ( 7 )  forgive : 
hold  no hates , (8) carry no l oad of guilt,  (9 ) prayer :  practicing the 
Ill  presence of God . 
Dr . Frank Stanger , in a series on. "Hol iness and Healing, "  said, 
"To begin with , the Christian faith inspires heal thy l ivin.g and this i s  
the best prevention. of  diseases . "1 12 The thesis of  Dr . Stanger ' s  
presentation was that God wil l s  wholen.ess for every person . He suggested 
various arguments in support of his position. . One of his s tron.gest 
points was based upon. a study from the Old Testament .  He felt that the 
prophets of the Old Testamen.t had insight in.to God ' s  purposeful wholeness 
109Ibid . , P • 30 . 
1 10James Dal e Van Buskirk ,  Rel igion. , Healin.g And Health (New York : 
The Macmillan Company, 1952) , p .  121 . 
1 1 1Ibid . , pp . 122-129 . 
1 1�rank B .  Stanger ,  ''Hol in.ess And Heal in.g , " The Herald ,  Vol . 77 , 
no . 12 (June 8 , 1966) ,  p .  24: . 
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for man. At times , in the Old Testament writings , the terms ' salvation ' 
and 'health ' were used almost  interchangeably. In such instances , he 
said ,  11i t  takes the work of the careful scholar to distinguish whether 
the health of the body or the health of the soul i s  intended . "l l3 
A second, and thought provoking,  argument was the perfect health 
of Jesus . The possibil ity of whol eness  in humanity was exemplified by 
Jesus . Dr . Stanger stated, "We have n.o record that Jesus was ever sick . 
He was tired, hungry, thirsty, and weary with emotional stress ,  but 
never was He sick in mind or body. n1 1 4  
The Parall el Of Spiritual And Physical (Health) � 
The Gospel i s  s imple and practical ; yet,  only a f ew have exer-
cised a sufficient faith which has accrued in a spiritually healthy 
experience ;  l ikewise ,  the way to physical health and fitness i s  simple 
and practical ; and yet, only a few have exercised adequate will-power 
and incentive in obtaining and maintaining a vibrant physical health .  
One of the spiritual laws o f  the Bible was penn.ed by the Apostl e  
Paul , in his writing to the Church of Galatia .  He said, " for 
whatsoever a man soweth , that shall he also reap . " (Gal . 6 : fJ) To reap 
spiritual bl essings , one would have to sow to the spirit.  To reap the 
judgment of God,  one would only need to sow to the flesh ,  sin and the 
devil . If one were to reap physical health and happiness , he would need 
l l3Frank B .  Stanger , "Holiness And Healing, "  The Herald ,  Vol . 77 , 
no . 1 1  (t>iay 25 , 1966) ,  p .  22 . 
1 14Ibid . 
to sow to the habits of  a balanc ed l i f e , which involve di e t ,  exerc i s e ,  
s l eep , res t ,  atti tude , an d  discipl ine . Failure in adhering t o  anyone 
of the essential facto rs mentioned would eventually produce negative 
resul ts . 
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Apart f rom di seas e ,  acc idents , and inher i ted defi c i enc i es , the 
major of mankind ' s  s i ckne s s  and poor heal th could be traced to a trans­
gression of one or more of the above factors which produce physical 
heal th .  For exampl e ,  one cannot over-eat without suffering f rom indi­
gestion or s ome o ther physi cal di scomfort . Sowing poor heal th habits 
wil l  reap poor heal th happiness .  
The Parable of the Tal ents reveal s anothe r  spiritual l aw which 
can carry over into the physi cal r ealm . In th i s  parabl e ,  tal ents of 
f ive , two , and one were given unto servants by a mas ter . Upon the 
master ' s  return f rom a far-off journey, thos e  who were given the f ive 
and the two tal en ts doubl ed them; but the s e rvant who had one tal ent had 
hidden hi s ,  awai ting the return of h i s  master . Because he had fail ed ; 
to use o r  invest h i s  one tal ent ,  be  l o s t  even that one which was his . 
Jesus sai d ,  in Luke 1 2 : 48B , " • • •  for unto whomsoever much is 
given , of him shal l be much required: and to whom men have commi tted 
much ,  of him they will ask the more . 11 If one does not use the talent 
he possess es , he wil l  l o s e  i t .  The spir i tual law c ould be entitl ed ,  
"Use I t ,  O r  L o s e  I t . " 
The physi cal heal th of  one ' s  body i s  dependent upon us ing, not 
abusing, the maj o r  factors that buil d  heal th .  I f  one does not use,  or 
f o l l ow the proper heal th consti tuents , he wil l  l o s e  h i s  heal tb . 
Dr . Richard Hunton said, "We cannot neglect, even for a brief 
time, the responsibility of keeping our bodies in optimum operating 
condition, for a muscle or an organ wil l function properl y only when 
1 1 5 it is uti lized regularly . " 
The Bibl e  sperurs of the Christian body as being the temple of 
God ( I  Cor . 6: 1 9 ) . \fhat is the condition of the average body temple? 
Dr . Mari on Nelson said: 
Christians f requently do not real ize how much their spiritual 
outlook is affected by their physical condition . It is hard to 
feel and act spiritual when one is extremel y tired physical l y .  
So we must correct anything physical l y  Wffgg with us in order to 
operate at the highest peak spiritually . 
The Bibl e also says, "Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or 
whatsoever ye do, do al l to the glory of God . "  ( I I  Cor .  1 0 : 31 ) . 
In another place, the Bible says, " · • •  and every man that 
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striveth for the mastery is temperate in al l things • • • •  " ( I  Cor . 9: 
2� . Temperance in all things suggested, to this writer, the l iving of 
a bal anced life.  
Spiritual blessing occurs when one heeds and obeys God ' s  
spiritual l aws ; physical health results when one heeds and practices 
the art of balanced l iving. 
The Contributions Of 'Holiness ' To Ph�sical Health 
Christianity, as viewed within the evangelical f ramework, has 
1 15Richard E .  Hunton, Formula For Fitness (Westwood, N.J.: Flem-
ing H .  Uevel l ,  1 966) ,  p .  1 4 .  
-
l l �arion A .  Nelson, \\lb.y Christians Crack !!P. ( Ch icago : Moody Press, 
1 965) ,  p .  39 . 
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afforded suff i c i ent impetus to promote heal thful l iving ;  but ,  the 
hol ines s pos i tion has effected an even greater impetus for the promotion 
and ful fil lment of better physi cal heal th in thi s  pres ent l if e ,  for the 
fol lowing reasons : 
1 .  The doctrine of  hol ines s provided a better conc ept of the 
relationship between the physical body and s in .  The hol iness doc trine 
did not vi ew s in as being inseparabl e from the Christian l if e .  Such a 
doc trine woul d promote greater care and attention being given to the 
physi c al body without the connotati on of its being necessarily carnal 
or evil . 
2 .  Hol iness preached and taught by precept and exampl e that del iv­
erance f rom s in and the daily l iving of a holy l if e  as being obtainabl e 
now. One doe s  not have to s in every day in word, thought ,  and deed . The 
hol ine s s  pos i ti on has found support for such l iving in Romans 6 : 22 ,  "But 
now being made free f rom sin, and become servants to God ,  ye have your 
f ruit unto holine s s , and the end everlasting l if e . "  Such a l i f e  of free­
dom from s in resul ts in better treatment of  the body . 
3 .  Because hol ine s s  was seen as obtainabl e now, the hol iness doc-
trine el iminated the inner s tress of always s triving , but never attaining 
the Bibl ical admoni ti on of 'be  ye holy . ' 
Dr . M .  Nel son woul d be classified as non-hol ines s ;  yet , thoroughly 
evange l i cal . He vi ewed the Chri stian s tandard as beyond ful fil lment in 
thi s  l i f e ,  for he sai d ,  "The Chris tian has an extremely high s tandard of  
behavior toward which he aims , al though he cannot achi eve perfect obedi­
ence to thi s  s tandard in th i s  l if e ,  yet he aims at thi s  . "1 1 7  
1 1 7Ibid . , p .  58 . 
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Such spiritual goal s an.d s triving c oul d resul t in spiritual f rust­
rati on . Hol ines s  of heart and l i f e  el iminates such a po s s ibil i ty .  
4 .  The experi enc e o f  hol iness has enabl ed many Chri s tians to more 
easily and readil y  di sc ern the wil l  of God in al l things . Al s o , such an. 
experien c e  has empowered numerous bel i evers to obedience in ful f i l l ing 
the known wil l  of God .  Thi s  al so  i s  whol esome and benefi c i al to the 
body as wel l  as the mind . For exampl e ,  if God were to reveal to a 
Spi rit-f i l l ed and Spi rit-l ed Christian his  need of improving physical 
heal th ,  he would be more responsive to the need and better abl e to 
remedy the physi cal defi c i ency . 
Thi s writer has f ound the f our preceding c ontributions o f  hol ine s s  
a gl orious l iving real i ty .  
C onclus ion 
I t  was evident that the quest for good physical heal th ,  which 
involves nutrition , exerc i s e ,  res t ,  sl eep , rel axation, atti tude , and 
di s c ipl ine , mus t  be a matter o f  personal interest ,  concern , conviction , 
and habit in order to reap the mos t  from l i f e .  
I t  was al so noted that Chri s tianity ,  and espec ial ly the doctrine o f  
hol in es s ,  provided a spi ritual foundation whi ch supported and enhanced 
the efforts of obtaining and maintaining good physical hea l th . 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMW�Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
Inasmuch as ful l summari es were given at the end of  each main 
chapter , i t  i s  no t necessary to repeat them at l ength here . Suffice i t  
to say that in chapter two , the non-hol ine s s  vi ews o f  the rel ationship 
of the body to s in were given . Basical ly,  the essence of these teachings 
was that the body and sin are ins eparabl e in thi s  l i fe . The Gnostic and 
the Catharian movements ins i s ted that the body was evil because matter 
was evil . Others of the non-hol iness pos i tion di d not say that the body 
was necessarily evi l , but they did c laim that a l if e  free from s in was 
impos s ibl e during mans ' mortal tenure .  
I t  was found, i n  the thi rd chapter , that the hol ines s view of s in , 
as being separabl e from the body, has had i ts champions down through the 
hi s tory of the church . 
I t  was interesting to note that the majori ty of Post-Apos tol ic 
Fathers studied , openly procl aimed hol iness or hel d such a high vi ew of 
the body as to f i t  into the hol ines s  school of thought . Being made free 
from al l s in was Bibl i cal ly based and personal ly obtainabl e .  The rela­
tionship between the physical body an.d s in , as taught by the hol iness 
groups , was mos t  s trongly and cl early presented by s cholars of contemp­
orary influence .  
The need for better physi c al heal th and f i tness , as found in the 
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fourth chapter , was more cri tical than had been antic ipated. Of  al l the 
young peopl e in the worl d which were tested , American young p eopl e were 
found to be far inf erior in phys ical f i tness .  The need for better heal th 
was overwhelmingly evident in every age group of  Americans . The s eden­
tary type o f  workers , wh i ch included mini s ters , was deemed as the most 
needful for better heal th and phys ical f i tnes s  because o f  the nature of 
their work (phys i cal inactivity and l ong hours ) . At the end of tl1e 
chapte r ,  tests were provided enabl ing interested individual s to measure 
their own personal physi cal f i tnes s c ondition . 
Chapter f ive was the mo st l engthy of al l chapters . I t  included 
a comprehens ive study of the basic  factors involved in providing good 
physical heal th and f i tn es s . The necessary constituents were : nutrition, 
exerc i s e , rest ( sl eep an.d relaxation ) , atti tude , and di s c ipl in.e . Of 
these f ive , nutriti on. , exerc i s e , and rest were mo s t  e s s ential . A bal anc­
ing of these f ive f ac tors was of the utmost importance for the obtaining 
and maintaining proper physical heal th . Wei ght training was considered 
to be the mos t  eff i c i en t  and effec tive method of exerc i s e ; therefore , 
a compl ete wei ght training routin.e wi th charts and in.structions were 
included . The chapter concluded wi th evidence to show that Chri stianity 
inspires heal thy l ivin g .  In addition t o  the contributions that Chri sti­
ani ty made for inspi ring better heal th , it was noted that the doc trine of 
hol iness effec ted even a greater impetus for inspiring heal thy l iving . 
CONCLUSIONS 
The four-fold probl em,  s tated in chapter one ,  was as f o l l ows : 
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1 .  To determine the rel ationship of the human body to sin. 
2. To ascertain the relationship between the Bibl ical doc trine of 
hol ines s  and physi cal heal th .  
) .  To enunc iate the doc trine o f  physical heal th that i s  impl icit 
in the Bibl i cal doc trine o f  hol ines s .  
q .  To provide practical instruction. f o r  the reparation o f  phys i cal 
defi c i enc ies and the maintenance of continued vi tal heal th . 
The s o lution o f  this four-f o l d  probl em i s  f ound in the f o l l owing 
c onclusi ons ; 
1 .  The rel ationship of the human body to s in was f ound to be 
s eparable . The human body is  not s inful , nor is  s in ins eparabl e from 
the body in thi s  l i fe . The body was best depi c ted as being neutral . I t  
c an b e  used a s  a s ervant o f  righteousne s s , o r  a servant o f  s in . 
2 .  I t  was f ound that the Bibl i cal doc trine of hol ine s s  and physi­
c al heal th compl imented one another . Hol iness provided the best basi s  
f o r  the obtaining and maintaining o f  physical heal th,  and physical heal th 
made the l i f e  of hol ine s s  more effective , fruitful , and enj oyabl e .  
) .  The doc trine o f  phys i cal heal th that was impl i c i t  in the 
Bibl ical doc trine of hol ines s  was s e en in the fact that hol iness provided ,  
f irst o f  al l ,  a better bas i s  o n  whi ch to s tres s the s triving f o r  better 
heal th ,  because the body c an. be compl etely freed from the s ervice of 
s inful habits . S econdly ,  the indwel l ing presenc e of the Hol y  Spirit 
empowers one to remedy o r  improve phys ical def i c i enci e s  (provides the 
inner incentive to do What needs to be don e) . Thirdly ,  the Bibl ical 
doc trine o f  hol in e s s  speaks o f  being preserved compl etely blamel ess in 
body ,  soul , and spirit before the coming of the Lord . 'Who l ene s s ' in 
body ,  soul , and spirit was a major emphas i s  found wi thin the doc trine 
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of hol ines s . The body i s  a templ e of God and to harm or destroy i t  wi l l  
resul t i n  th e  judgment of God .  
Suf f i c i ent informati on o n  die t ,  exerc i s e , s l eep ,  rest, atti tude , 
and dis c ipl ine were sugges ted as the constituents which make for better 
phys ical heal th and f i tne s s . To obtain and maintain good heal th required 
only the bal anced use and practice of tho s e  factors which engender 
phys i cal heal th . 
Thus , i t  Was cl ear that the positi on identifi ed in thi s study as 
" the hol iness po s ition" provi ded a natural bas i s  for enunciating a doc trine 
of bodi ly heal th by reason of i ts emphas i s  upon "whol enes s "  of body, 
soul , and spiri t .  
Recommendations F o r  Further Study 
Thi s  s tudy has uncovered evidence for aff irming the interrelati on­
ship between body ,  soul , and mind . Inasmuch as the present s tudy has 
been conf ined , l argely ,  to the relationship between hol iness in. relation 
to the body ,  it woul d be worthwhil e to pursue the interrel ationship 
between hol iness and the spirit and mind , or spiritual and mental aspects 
o f  the Spirit-f il l ed Chri s tian. 
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APPENDICES 
.APPENDIX A 
DISADVANTAGES OF OVEREATING � 
C onsuming food \ 
which supplies\ 
calories in �ads 
excess of / 
body needs / 
C onsuming food\,, 
which supplieS\ 
calories insuf·\leads 
ficient for // 
body needs / 
/ 
to over ,•e ight, which 
/lack of ambition 
inefficiency 
leads t� inconvenience 
\embarrassment 
8Jld may result 
}diseases of the 
heart, c irculatory 
system, and kidneys 
diabetes "" lessened chances of 
'\,long life 
irritability 
('nervousness 
to underweight, which leads to loss of appetite 
indiges tion 
listlessness 
and may result 
\lack of vitality 
lowered resistance 
to disease germs 
ianemia 
I tubereuJ.os is 1 other infeetionB 
i diseases 
in/ sterility " lessened chances of �ong life 
*L .J .  Bogert, Nutrition And Physical Fitness ( seventh edition ; 
Philadelphia : W .B .  Saunder Company, p .  85 . 
. *  
APPENDIX B 
DESIRABLE .WEIGHTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
Aecordlag to HeJpt and JfJ.iaale 
Ages 2s aac1 over 
Height (In Shoes)� Small 
Fram.e 
Men 
5'2" • •  ;;; . .. . . . . . . . . u2�.1rzo 118-129 
3" · · · · · · � · · · · ; � .  1 15-123 121�133 
4" it<"' • • • •  ·�· • • •  � • •  118-126 1�136 . 
5" • • • • • • • • •. �· . -jJ \ • •  .. 121;.1� .· .... <:121,J.l!L . 6"·· · 'lll · · · ·· · · · · · · ·  1�1J3 130-14� . 
1/il . .. . . •.• • • •  '* • • • •  1�10 13�147 
8:".--. • •  "·� . . . . .. . . . � gi:lli ·· . 133.1$2 , . "' . .  \ . . . . � . .. . � . .._ 14�156 
10" • . • . • • •. • • • • • • • 1.40..119 . 146-160 11"'� •.• . 4 • • •. � � . ill • •  .. 14+1$� 151)..165 . 
6"0" '!' "'  .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .  .. 14f9t153 154-170 
1- •: • • • • • . • • • • •  •;'! .152,;..1'2 158.:175 
2� . i! • • • • •  -jl< . ,.  • • • •  A 156-167 16)-180 
3" . .. . . . . . . . .. . . •. • t�nt 161·185 
4" • • • • • • • . . • • • . •  164-175 172-�96 
92,;93 96-107 104-119 11" • • • • • • • • • • • • • .  94-101 98-110 106-122 
96-104 101.11�. 109-12$ 
99-101 104-116 11.2-128 . 
1"'-• •  � • • • • •  102.,110 107-119 llS-131 
���1t� t1.,..12Z ·· 11�134 
� ,�r ·.·.·· · · ·· · · · · •"• • •  
103·lt� 113-1245 .• <12�;;:1,�8 .• . .  
ltH.tfl 11�130 125:;142 
t')H • ,. .•. � • • "  • • • • • • • 114-123 120-135 129�146 
7" • • • • . . • • • • • • • •  11 ;..121 · 124-139 133-150 
3" • ., . .. . . . . . . . . . .  122--131 12.8-143 131-154 
9" it • • • • •  )� . • • • • • • •  126-135 132-147 141·158 
10" . ··· ·· • .. ·• 'li:.f' .. . . . .  131)..140 136-151 145-163 11" · · · � · · · · · · · · · ·  134--144 140-155 149-168 
6'r . .... ... . . . .. . . . . . .  138-148 144-159 153·113 
"l·iw:b. l:Mrelll formmand 2·illcll hee1d>t� . 
Non: Prepared by the MetropoUtan Life �  Coatlpey. Derlved primarily from 
data of the llll.ild and ll}qpd p�· Stndy. 111&9, Sodet}' of Adwltio. 
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Richard E .  Hunton , Formula  For Fitness (Westwood , N .J . : Fleming 
H. Revell ,  1 966) , p .  66 . 
APPENDIX C 
PHYSICAL FITNESS RATINGS OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS 
Streoa'tb 
Sport EDdunmce Aciliiy Lap Atxtoc- Arms 
Archery 25 25 25 50 75 
Bicycling 50 25 75 25 25 
Canoeing 45 45 40 35 35 
Hiking 50 25 75 25 25 
Horseback riding 25 50 25 50 25 
Ice skating 25 75 75 25 25 
Mountain climbing 75 75 75 50 75 
Roller skating 25 50 75 25 25 
Rowing 50 25 50 50 75 
Skiing 75 75 75 50 50 
Swimming (aquatics) 50 25 50 25 50 
While some o� these sports are played competitively, they 
are included because they all can be, and often are, indulged in 
alone. This doe8 not, of course, rule out the companionship of 
others, which enhances the enjoyment, even though there is no 
contest. As a safety measure, aquatic sports and mountain 
climbing req uire at least one companion at all times. 
*Harold Friermood, The � Guide To Adul t Fitness (New York : 
Association Press ,  1 963) , p .  7q . 
APPENDIX D 
PHYSICAL FITNESS RATINGS OF GROUP ACTIVITIES 
Strentrth 
Sport Endurance Agility Lep Abdomen Anna 
' Badminton 50 75 75 50 50 
Bowling 25 25 50 25 50 
Deck tennis 50 75 50 50 50 
GoU 25 25 50 25 25 
Handball 75 75 75 50 75 
Horseshoes 50 25 25 25 50 
Paddle ball 50 75 50 50 50 
Paddle rackets 50 75 50 50 50 
Paddle tennis 50 75 50 50 50 
Sq ua.sb racquets 50 75 50 50 50 
Square dancing 50 25 50 25 25 
Table tenniiJ 25 50 50 25 25 
Tennis 75 75 75 50 50 
*Harol d  Friermood,  The � Guide To Adult Fitness (New York : 
Association Press , 1 963) , P •  84 . 
APPENDIX E 
ENERGY nPENDED IN VARIOUS ACTMnES 
Activity 
Archery . 
Badminton . . . .  
Bicycling (moderate) 
Bicycling (fut) 
Bowling 
Calisthenics . . 
Canoeing ( moderate) 
Dancing 
Golf . . . . . .  . 
Handball . . . . . 
Horseback riding ( walk) 
Horseback riding ( trot) 
Paddle rackets . . 
Paddle ball 
Row� (�erate) 
Running . . . . 
Skating (moderate) 
Skati.Da (fast) . 
Skating (roller) 
Skiing . . . . 
Squash racquets 
Swimming (breast and back stroke) 
Swimming (crawl) 
Table tennis . . . . . . . 
Tennis . . . . . . . .  . 
W a.lk.ing (two miles per hour) 
Walking (four miles per hour) 
Approrimate calories 
per hour 
100-150 
175 
175 
500 
400 
200-500 
180 
250 
300 
25()..350 
150 
500 
200-300 
250-350 
400 
. 800-1000 
250 
350-700 
250-700 
600-700 
250-350 
350-650 
700-900 
300 
400 
200 
300 
*Harold  Fri ermood,  � � Guide To Adul t Fitness (New York : 
Association Press , 1 963) , P •  1 08 .  
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